
Chapter 1181  

 What a F*cking Genius You Are 

 

The news that one of the Modo Civilization Three Kings had been assassinated quickly spread across 

galactic society. The king who was attacked was announced to be deceased. This sudden incident 

shocked the entire universe! 

Be it the officials of advanced civilizations or ordinary people of the galactic society, the first response 

they had when they heard about this could be concluded with three words. 

What the f*ck! 

This was the leader of a Super Star Cluster civilization who died, not some nobody, someone whose 

position was only inferior to the leaders of the three Universal Civilizations. To the galactic residents, 

something like this seemed to only have happened centuries ago. Such shocking news had never 

happened in the past god knew how many years. 

To ordinary people, the leaders of advanced civilizations would never die from assassinations. This was 

exactly why it was unbelievable when it actually happened. This proved one thing-everyone was equal in 

the face of death, and no one could not be killed. 

 

Right after the assassination happened, the entire Modo mother planet entered the highest state of 

alert. Countless soldiers searched everywhere thoroughly for the culprit. 

The spies of many other civilizations were dragged into this too. Quite a number of these people were 

monitored by the Modo Civilization; Modo just never did anything to them, hoping to catch a bigger fish. 

Now, however, these things were no longer a concern. All of these people were captured and 

interrogated. 

The Modo Civilization instantly restricted the leaking of the footage and very quickly made an 

announcement using extremely harsh words, emphasizing the fact that assassinating the leader of the 

Modo Civilization was an act of provocation and humiliation to the entire civilization. They would be 

investigating this with all of their forces and claimed that it was most likely done by an external enemy. 

They also said that they would certainly not let things go once they found out who the culprit was. 

The assassination made the public both shocked and lost. In this situation, the announcement the Modo 

Civilization made instantly guided the thoughts of the public, triggering their collective anger, hoping to 

redirect their emotions toward the enemy. 

 

Usually, this was the right thing to do. 

However, the various organizations the three Universal Civilizations had hidden in the Modo 

Civilization’s territory would not watch this happen. They kept stirring up fires everywhere. They 



published all kinds of opinions to affect the impact of the Modo Civilization’s announcement, changing 

the mindset of the public and confusing the situation. 

The methods they used were not flashy at all. All they did was state all kinds of new speculations 

regarding the assassination, mainly in two directions. One was to claim that the objecting faction had a 

motive to take the risk and assassinate the Three Kings because their attempt to gain power had just 

failed. The made-up story was structured so well it almost felt real. 

The other was spreading rumors claiming that the assassin was actually an extremist of the other two 

races created by the racism lately, hoping to incite the racism issues. 

Both of these theories had flaws, but conspiracy theories always had listeners. While the quantum 

network provided convenience to the galactic society, it also became an important platform for guiding 

public opinion. All kinds of information was available in the quantum network, weakening the 

judgmental skills of the public. Plus, the assassination made it difficult for the majority of the public to 

remain sensible. Hence, these two theories surprisingly received recognition by quite a lot of people. 

At the same time, there were also dozens of terrorist organizations claiming to be responsible for this 

incident, fighting for it as if this was an opportunity to firm their positions in the gray world. 

The number of people who supported the racist thoughts and believed the political assassination theory 

was growing rapidly. The seed of chaos gradually matured. One could never know what kind of strange 

opinions people might have till something big happened. It was complete anarchy. 

The Modo Civilization was beleaguered because of this assassination and had no time to slowly deal 

with the public opinion at all. They had no choice but to take tough measures, forbidding the public from 

discussing these two conspiracy theories. Although the upper echelons clearly knew that this would only 

make things worse in the future, they had to first restrain the spread of these rumors. 

This incident received immense attention. Countless organizations paid close attention to it. A storm 

was brewing under the noses of the public. 

 

Han Xiao, who was far in the Flickering World, received the news too. 

“What the hell, someone assassinated the Modo Three Kings? Whose cutie did that?” 

Han Xiao’s eyes opened wide. He was surprised too. 

He had once had similar thoughts, but he had never taken action, nor did he order his subordinates to 

carry out the assassination. The main reason was because of the restrictions of his identity. He was now 

a hero of the lawful world. No way could he attempt to assassinate the leader of an advanced 

civilization. 

However, if someone else did it, Han Xiao was glad to see it happen. 

He could roughly guess what impact this would have afterward. Whether the Modo Civilization could 

capture the culprit or not, their investigation had to achieve results. Even if they could not find out the 

truth, they had to find someone to blame it on to redirect the nation’s internal social conflicts, giving the 

public a target to vent their emotions. 



This depended on what Modo chose to do. If they decided to make this matter smaller, blaming it on the 

terrorist organizations outside their territory was most convenient. If they wanted to make this matter 

even more severe, they could both put the blame on the three Universal Civilizations or him. This way, 

Modo would have found a new motive for the Flickering War and would keep sending more armies over 

while keeping the moral high ground. 

As for the truth… who knew? The Modo Civilization forbade the video from leaking, so he could not 

watch the footage of the assassination. However, he felt that the three Universal Civilizations were 

definitely not the culprits. There was absolutely no need for them to do this. 

Could it really be an extremist? 

Han Xiao was very curious. 

“Whose man is this? This is such an honorable sacrifice!” 

While he was wondering, his communicator suddenly rang. 

He took it out and glanced at it, it was an encrypted communication request from Lothaire. Han Xiao’s 

expression became stiff, he suddenly had a bad feeling. “Calling me at this time, don’t tell me…” 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

After hesitating for two seconds, he picked up the communication and heard the steady breathing in the 

channel. 

“Lothaire.” Han Xiao subconsciously lowered his voice. 

“Hmm.” 

“Please don’t tell me that you did this…” 

“I did.” 

Hearing this answer, Han Xiao’s vision went dark for a moment. 

What the hell, after making these guesses, turns out it’s my man! 

This is too much. I’m not sure my tiny heart can take it… 

“Are you insane? I didn’t order you to do this!” 

“You told me to disrupt the order of Modo’s society. I understood what your goals are.” Lothaire’s tone 

was serious. 

Han Xiao felt like his chest was stuffed. “So, you decided on your own to assassinate the Modo Three 

Kings?” 

“I’ve fulfilled my duty.” 

What a f*cking genius you are! 

Han Xiao’s face began contorting. No wonder you dared attack EsGod! 



For such a steady and firm man like me, why do I have such an impulsive and head-strong subordinate? 

Han Xiao took a few deep breaths and calmed his emotions. 

At this point, the only thing he could do was accept reality and clean up the mess. “… Where are you? 

Have you escaped the Modo mother planet?” 

“Yes, or I wouldn’t have contacted you.” 

Lothaire briefly explained what had happened. He was not completely reckless. He had already 

infiltrated the Modo mother planet more than a month ago and come up with many ways of getting out, 

only acting after the plan was fully complete. He had been waiting for the opportunity. As he could not 

come into contact with the Three Kings, he had been waiting patiently all along till a few days ago. When 

he saw the Three Kings’ announcement to give a speech, he knew that this was the opportunity, so he 

struck after making enough preparations. 

With one assassination after another, Lothaire had gained enough experience and become an expert. 

From the assassination succeeding till the Modo Civilization excuted the lockdown, there would be a 

reaction process in between, and he used this bit of time to successfully escape. The entire process was 

well planned and organized. However, he was only temporarily safe now. He still had to face the Modo 

Civilization’s search afterward. 

After hearing Lothaire’s description, Han Xiao sighed and said, “It won’t be that easy to escape from 

someone else’s territory. Pause all your assassination missions. Killing one leader is effective enough. 

You don’t have to continue targeting them. Focus on escaping first. I’ll see if I can bring you back.” 

What was done was done; he could not let Lothaire fall into Modo’s hands. 

Things like this could be done but not shared, or there would be much more cons than pros. As long as 

Modo did not capture Lothaire, there would be no solid evidence, and he would never admit it. 

To say that Han Xiao did not blame Lothaire for making this decision on his own would be a lie. He was 

originally peacefully watching things develop all according to his plan, but now there were risks. 

Assassinating the Three Kings was not in his plan. However, from another perspective, there were pros 

to this too. 

Since the assassin was his man, this meant that the damage this incident caused to the Modo Civilization 

would also be counted toward the mission progress of [Kunde Race Leader’s Last Wish). He might 

complete this mission earlier than expected. 

Bang! 

A team of soldiers charged into the office, looked around, and coldly said, “Marco, come with us for 

investigation.” 

 

Marco stood up slowly with a bitter smile. 



All objecting factions were key targets of the investigations, since they had motive. They were all 

dragged down by this. No matter how wrongly accused they felt, they had no choice but to obediently 

accept the investigation. 

The sudden assassination affected the objecting faction negatively too. 

At this point of time, Marco only had one thought. 

F*ck! 

The Legendary Hero Chapter 1182 – You Are Only at the First Layer, But I Am Already at the Fifth Layer 

 

 

In the conference room that now had triple the guards compared to before. The remaining two kings of 

Modo and the various upper echelons were hosting an emergency meeting. Everyone there was 

experienced. They quickly passed the shocked and panicked state to being filled with rage. 

“Have we found out who did this?” The two kings of Modo were furious. 

Every time they thought of what happened, they felt exceedingly uneasy—if the one who was giving the 

speech at that time was not their unlucky colleague, they might have been the one who died! 

Daring to assassinate them, the leaders of the civilization, was an insult to the entire Modo Civilization. 

The two of them were overwhelmingly enraged. 

“Not yet, but the intelligence department has submitted the analysis of the recording and found 

matches in the database…” 

 

An intelligence official operated on the table with a solemn expression. The next moment, a green 

virtual screen rose up from the table in front of every official. On it was the same file. 

“The weapon the culprit used is a golden spear. According to the data, the master of this weapon is a 

highly dangerous wanted criminal with the code name (Mystery). The earliest record of this man was 

during the Kunde Race incident. This man committed multiple assassinations at that time and then 

disappeared for more than a decade. Recently, he started to act again in our territory, killing the heads 

of all kinds of industries… 

“According to the analysis, [Mystery] has top notch Calamity Grade strength, possibility at the level of a 

Beyond Grade A seed. The golden spear weapon he uses is a powerful enchanted weapon. However, 

due to the little observation records we have, we were unable to obtain too much information. 

Nonetheless, from this assassination incident, we can speculate that [Mystery]’s weapon possesses an 

extremely strong ability to penetrate energy and also deals extra damage to strong targets. Also, 

[Mystery] might be acting with a group. The assassinations committed by many others seem to be 

related to him too. We suspect he might have formed an organization in the ten or so years he 

disappeared…” 



The frequent assassinations targeted at the Modo Civilization lately were not all done by the Assassin’s 

Society. There were also other active organizations. Advanced civilizations did not have a shortage of 

enemies. Seeing that Modo was in chaos, some enemies had added salt to their wounds. Some of these 

were assassination organizations from the black market, some were from the terrorist organizations 

outside Modo’s territory, and there were also some racial extremists and criminals who disguised 

themselves as assassins to commit crimes. The society was extremely unstable, and the police forces 

were beleaguered. 

 

The two kings of Modo finished reading the report. One of them yelled, “What I’m more concerned 

about is whose orders this killer follows? Whose organization does he belong to?” 

“[Mystery]’s appearance is clearly related to the Kunde Race incident. Back then, the main participants 

were the Crimson Dynasty and their allies. Although we don’t know which organization this killer 

belongs to exactly, he certainly is related to the Crimson Dynasty. He might be a secret soldier of the 

dynasty, or he could be an officer of one of the dynasty’s Beyond Grade A allies…” 

“So, the Crimson Dynasty very likely approved this?” the two kings of Modo asked. 

“This… isn’t certain.” The intelligence official thought about it for a moment. “The situation now is not 

the same as before. More than ten years ago, the Beyond Grade A Association was not yet founded, and 

the dynasty still had enough control over their Beyond Grade A allies, so the assassinations back then 

were indeed related to the dynasty. However, the situation has changed now. We can’t rule out the 

possibility that this incident was a private operation of one of their Beyond Grade A allies.” 

Hearing this, everyone’s expression changed, and a name subconsciously appeared in their minds. 

“Could it be… Black Star?’ The two kings of Modo were furious. 

Although the Crimson Dynasty was scum, taking the risk of assassinating the leader of an advanced 

civilization had many more cons than pros for them. They basically had no reason to do this. 

It seemed like only Black Star who had exceptional hatred toward them had motive. 

“Black Star! He got the upper hand in the Flickering War and cost us a lot, but did that make him feel he 

can do whatever he wants? How dare he do this? This is outrageous! Modo will never forgive him!” 

 

The two kings of Modo were burning with rage. 

They now had another goal to participate in the Flickering War, not just for the future of the civilization 

but also to make Black Star pay with blood. The two of them believed that after this, the entire 

civilization could become united against an exterior enemy. There would no longer be any objecting 

faction. 

However, at this time, an upper echelon hesitated for a moment before objecting. “But I don’t feel that 

makes sense. What’s Black Star’s goal in doing this? Just to feel good? There’s no reason! He’s a man 

who prioritizes profit over everything. He’s already gained the upper hand in the Flickering World… 



To be completely frank, he can slowly make us suffer and incur even more losses. There’s no need to 

assassinate our leader at all. In fact, doing so would even bring him risks. 

“If he gets exposed, the heroic image the three Universal Civilizations have built for him will be severely 

damaged. He’ll lose the advantages he obtained. Black Star doesn’t feel like someone who’d make such 

a reckless decision…” 

After hearing this theory, the various upper echelons present also frowned in doubt. 

“That does make sense. Black Star wouldn’t do meaningless things. If the assassination was ordered by 

him, it’s definitely to achieve some kind of goal…” 

“And what goal would that be?” 

The room went silent. The people present worked brainstormed as much as they could. 

More than ten seconds later, an intelligence official’s eyes suddenly gleamed. He stood up and said, “I 

think I figured out Black Star’s plan!” 

“Oh? Quickly tell us about it.” Everyone’s eyes focused on him. 

This intelligence official said with a firm tone, “Black Star did this to prevent us from surrendering!” 

“Huh?” 

Everyone tilted their head. Big question marks appeared above their heads. 

“Erm… explain.” The two kings of Modo frowned. 

“This is my speculation. Black Star knows Modo has no chance of turning the table, so he’s worried we 

might give up the Flickering War and withdraw the expeditionary army. If that happens, he won’t be 

able to continue damaging us. Therefore, in order to prevent us from backing out, he secretly ordered 

his assassin to do this, openly provoking and insulting the entire Modo Civilization. He predicted our 

reaction-whether the culprit is his man or not, we’ll definitely suspect him. “Then, due to our hostile 

relationship, he feels that we’ll likely claim that he’s the mastermind to damage his reputation, which 

will go exactly according to his plan. 

Once we claim Black Star is the mastermind, under the eyes of the entire universe, we’ll have to show 

we’re not going to let him off easily, so we won’t be able to easily pull out the expeditionary army. 

Instead, we’ll have to keep sending in more troops, or we’ll be seen as a wimp to the outside world. As 

an advanced civilization whose leader has been assassinated, we must never compromise. This way, 

Black Star will have successfully maintained the situation and forced us to keep fighting. He will then 

continue eating up our troops.” 

The others trembled and hastily went through their own thoughts. When they realized that this was 

exactly what they were thinking of, they felt a chill running down their spine. 

I knew it. Black Star has calculated even our responses… 

Luckily, we predicted his predictions. 



The two kings of Modo shook their heads and said, “No, no, Black Star knows we’ll accuse him. Why isn’t 

he afraid of his reputation being damaged?” 

“I think he really isn’t afraid…” an official said. “If we don’t catch the culprit, we’ll have no solid 

evidence. With the heroic image Black Star already has, which side will the outside world believe? Even 

if there is evidence, Black Star can still refuse to admit it and accuse us of framing him. Plus, the heroic 

image he has now was built by the three Universal Civilizations. Although he’s enjoyed the benefits of it, 

he’s restrained by his reputation. If he can get rid of this restriction, it won’t be all bad for him. In fact, 

the three Universal Civilizations might be more worried than him in that case…” 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

Many people nodded and felt this made sense. 

The two kings of Modo suppressed their wrath and said, “If this is really Black Star’s doing, are we not 

only going to hold him responsible for it but even cover it up for him? Absolutely impossible! Don’t even 

think about it!” 

The two of them admitted that this speculation made sense, but in order to not fall into Black Star’s 

trap, how could they, an advanced civilization, not hold him responsible but instead cover it up for him? 

This is ridiculous. Does he think we’re shameless? 

As a powerful Super Star Cluster civilization, how can we be intimidated by this kind of trick? We will not 

compromise in any form! 

The intelligence official who made this speculation hesitated for a moment before speaking again. 

“Actually, there’s another possibility.” 

“Go on!” 

“Ahem, I just thought about it. If there’s a third party that predicted Black Star’s and our responses 

judging from our hatred of each other, what if they sent someone to disguise as or bribed (Mystery] to 

do this, purposely carrying out the assassination in public to start a storm all to frame Black Star and 

increase the hatred between us… Is that possible?” 

Hearing this, the others were perplexed. 

This kind of plot was not rare in history, so the theory was completely possible. 

“Who would do that?” 

“Who else? Our enemy or Black Star’s enemy, of course. They might want to watch us fight each other in 

the dark…” 

“If this is the case, should we still pull out the expeditionary army so that we won’t fall into the enemy’s 

trap?” 

The two kings of Modo were lost in the layers of speculation. 



They were not at fault for overthinking. Smart people would always make all kinds of speculations for 

things, guessing the reason behind it, deriving the matter to the fourth or fifth layer. Never would they 

guess how simple the truth actually was—it was nothing but the sole actions of a reckless man. 

“Your Excellencies, we’re just speculating. We can’t confirm that Black Star is the culprit yet. Catching 

the assassin is our priority now!” an upper echelon reminded. 

The two kings of Modo nodded heavily and shouted, “That’s right! No matter what, we have to track the 

killer. We must catch him and find out the mastermind. Even if this is really Black Star’s trap, Modo will 

never compromise!” 

After saying that, the two of them were filled with frustration. They felt like no matter what choice they 

made, it would still be within Black Star’s plan. 

It’s terrifying to have an enemy like this! 

The people present exchanged looks. Many people wanted to say something, but no one did in the end. 

If this was really Black Star’s trap, the decision the two kings of Modo made would have fallen right into 

it. To some people, the two kings were losing their cool. 

The objecting faction was being investigated, but there were still some with the same thoughts who did 

not expose themselves, and they were feeling even more shaken now. Maybe Marco and the others 

were right. It’s really time for new leaders. 

In the corner, seeing that no one was paying attention to him anymore, the intelligence official who 

made the speculation sat down looking still unsatisfied. He only had one thought in his mind. 

Get me a drink. I can still brainstorm! 

If Modo was only suspecting Black Star, the Crimson Dynasty would be completely certain. 

In the Ruler’s office of the Crimson Dynasty, Urranrell held her chin with her hands and said, “… So, 

Black Star might have done this to prevent the Modo Civilization from backing away?” 

Modo had forbidden the sharing of the recordings, so the process of the assassination could not be 

found through normal channels. Of course, the three Universal Civilizations had ways to get the 

recording, not through Virtual Technology but totally because they had accumulated enough 

information channels. 

In this respect, the accumulation of advanced civilizations was far superior compared to Beyond Grade 

As. For example, Han Xiao’s forces were limited in the Primeval Star River. Although his Virtual 

Technology could get him the recordings easily, it still required a process of going there from the 

Flickering World and activating Virtual Intrusion. Not doing anything personally but still getting the 

information belonged to the territory of having information sources. 

Back during the Kunde Race incident, Black Star had worked with the dynasty on assassinations. Since 

she had seen it before, although she did not know who the user of the golden spear was, she was 

certain that this man was Black Star’s subordinate. Hence, she immediately thought that assassinating 

the Modo Three Kings was Black Star’s plan. 



Looking at the report on the screen, Urranrell thought, Hehe, Black Star is more daring than I imagined, 

even assassinating a leader of an advanced civilization… Although that breaks the rules a little, it seems 

quite effective. 

Not long after receiving the news, she had also figured out Black Star’s ‘goal’. 

The three Universal Civilizations did not want the Modo Civilization to retreat this soon. Causing as much 

damage as possible to these Super Star Cluster civilizations was the three Universal Civilizations’ goal. 

Black Star’s ‘actions’ matched the interest of the three Universal Civilizations. 

Wonderful, wonderful…Nonetheless, this does cross the line a bit. Urranrell wiped off the smile on her 

face. 

A Beyond Grade A assassinating the leader of an advanced civilization was a very sensitive matter. It 

would alert all the advanced civilizations including the three Universal Civilizations. Just thinking about 

what this meant would explain why the leaders of the advanced civilizations were so concerned about 

this. 

Because this was the oldest profession of Beyond Grade As when they first appeared! 

Using individuals who possessed strength above the limits for assassinations was much more valuable 

and effective than putting them in large battles. One could easily imagine how much destruction an 

expert Beyond Grade A assassin could bring. 

 

Back during the exploration era, Beyond Grade A assassins who specifically targeted leaders of 

civilizations were nightmares of the civilizations that survived. The main reason the three Universal 

Civilizations built the Psionic Seal Rings around their mother planets was to guard against sudden attacks 

from other civilization but also to guard against assassination attempts from Beyond Grade A assassins. 

This assassination incident reminded Urranrell of many tragic examples in the exploration era. Once 

someone opened this box, it might cause prolonged negative effects to advanced civilizations. 

After pondering silently for quite some time, Urranrell sighed. 

Times had changed. No matter what, Black Star was an important ally recognized by the dynasty, a 

National Pillar. 

She had no choice but to help to clean up his mess. Be it because of morals or logic, there was no way 

she could ‘betray her ally’. 

“I don’t know if Black Star’s subordinate will be able to escape… I shall have our people in the Modo 

Civilization’s territory provide some help secretly just in case…” 

The Legendary Hero Chapter 1183 – Disqualified 

 

 

You have triggered the urgent mission [Escape)! 



Mission Introduction: Your friend Lothaire has successfully assassinated the Modo Civilization leader. He 

is being pursued and is trying to escape the Modo Civilization’s territory. He needs help. 

Mission Requirements: Help Lothaire escape the Modo Civilization territory. 

Reward: 8 Billion EXP, 2 Random Rewards, draw 1 ability/talent from Lothaire, (Civilization Leader 

Slayer] milestone. 

Remarks: By accepting this mission, -3,000 Modo Civilization Favorability. 

 

“Hmm, the mission only appeared now?” 

In Black Star Palace, a notification popped up on Han Xiao’s interface. He was both surprised and 

speechless. 

Briefly looking at the mission introduction, Han Xiao accepted it without hesitation. There was already 

no room for his Modo Civilization Favorability to decrease any further. Helping Lothaire was something 

he had to do, so getting rewarded for it was just a cherry on top. He only found it weird that the mission 

did not pop up when he chatted with Lothaire but only appeared after he had made the arrangements. 

“The arrangements have been made. I wonder if I can get Lothaire out.” 

 

Han Xiao shook his head. He was not very confident. On the low side, the odds of success were only 

ninety-five percent. Ever since he became the three Universal Civilizations’ consultant, building 

subdivisions for the Black Star Army had become much easier. There were subdivisions in the Primeval 

Star River too. Although he could not build an intelligence network there, the armed forces stationed 

there were quite strong. Han Xiao had also left quite a lot of mechanical soldiers there, including a King 

mechanical suit just in case. 

After receiving the news from Lothaire, he had instantly ordered his men to infiltrate Modo’s territory 

with a King. As long as they could rendezvous, Lothaire would be able to immediately escape using the 

King suit. The others in the Assassin’s Society would have to figure something out themselves, but since 

they were not the main target and did not know Black Star was their boss, there was not much 

intelligence they could leak. The King mechanical suit was the Universal Treasure that Han Xiao had built 

the most times. Although it was extremely expensive to build, ever since he obtained (Billion Mechanic 

Empire-Manison), his success rate of building Gold equipment had increased tremendously, saving him a 

lot of money. He had to admit that Manison’s Exclusive Talent was incredible. 

Of course, the main reason he could build so many of them was that he was rich. 

Thinking back to when he just entered the galaxy, he had to carefully plan how to spend every Ena, but 

now he was too lazy to even look at deals that would earn him less than fifty million Enas profit. 

“Maybe this is what growth is…” 



Although rescuing Lothaire was important, he did not plan to go there himself. It was very far away, and 

having the local subdivision’s mechanical troops take his Lord’s Avatar along was more than enough. He 

had already done everything he could; there was not much more he could do to help Lothaire. 

At this time, Black Star was on the rooftop of Black Star Palace, hovering five meters off the floor. 

Dozens of different-sized, ring-shaped mechanical devices hovered around him. From Han Xiao’s 

perspective, each of the rings was wrapped around hundreds of stars. Silk-like beams of light 

crisscrossed inside the rings like an energy filtering net, picking out tiny dots of light from nothing that 

landed on Han Xiao’s body and dissolved, absorbed by his skin. 

He was training Ames’ (Dragon Emperor Star Energy Extraction Technique). The ring devices were the 

assistive tools he had built called Star Energy Collectors. They could enhance the effects of the Dragon 

Emperor Star Energy Extraction Technique. 

 

Han Xiao let out a breath of air that consisted of star energy and felt the energy flow inside his body. It 

was as if his cells were shrouded in a fuzzy layer of star light. He tutted with satisfaction. 

“Tsk, the effects of this energy training technique are even better than Heber’s Stellar Furnace 

Cultivation. Ames is quite creative. What a nice surprise this is.” 

Not a single Super would be unhappy about having too much energy. Even Beyond Grade As who could 

infinitely regain energy would never stop training their energy. Every slight increase in their maximum 

energy was an increase in their limits, and Han Xiao was no exception. He had always taken energy 

training very seriously and frequently searched for all kinds of energy training techniques. 

Originally, among all the energy training techniques he had, (Heber Stellar Furnace Cultivation] had the 

best effects. It gave him a total of 16,750 increase in his maximum energy. Now, its position was 

replaced by [Dragon Emperor Star Energy Extraction Technique). 

This energy training technique gave him 800 base energy, but the training time limit was 800. Each 

period of training it would give him up to 30 energy. In the most ideal situation, this could increase his 

maximum energy by close to 25,000. 

Such an amazing effect could totally increase his Energy Rank by a whole new level, giving him a new 

layer of attribute bonuses. The impact would be tremendous! 

Even though he had (Radiation Absorption), which would make him stronger without him having to do 

anything at all, it only gave him about 16,000 energy over close to thirty years, still less than (Dragon 

Emperor Star Energy Extraction Technique). 

Nonetheless, [Radiation Absorption] gave him quite a lot of attribute bonuses in Strength, Dexterity, and 

Endurance. 

Old Man Manison had once said that the strength of Mechanics came from their foundation. The longer 

they lived, the stronger they were. This ability was the perfect proof of that. 

The training for this time ended. Han Xiao put the Star Energy Collector away and headed down back to 

the office while browsing the forums. 



There were still some days till the date of the guild alliance war. Almost all the guild alliances responded 

to it; the influence was clearly visible. The sales of the army’s faction store rocketed through the roof. 

The army players finally stopped saving money and spent like crazy. The EXP Han Xiao received in the 

past few days was massive. 

On the other hand, the preparation for the fourth season of the Pro League had also started long ago, 

receiving quite the attention, indirectly increasing the players’ shopping desire, helping him once again 

before the version ended. 

“At this speed, when Version 4.0 ends, not only will I have enough EXP to level up to 340, but I’ll even 

have quite a lot to spare.” 

Han Xiao was quite satisfied. 

A blonde female walked out from the corner ahead. When she saw Han Xiao, she was stunned for a full 

second. She then trotted and sprinted into Han Xiao’s arms. 

“Uncle!” Aurora hugged Han Xiao tightly. 

“How old are you now, still acting like a kid?” Han Xiao rubbed Aurora’s hair, pressed on her head, and 

pushed her away. 

“I’ll always be a kid in front of you.” Aurora giggled. 

She was indeed qualified to say this. Her overflowing vital energy had kept her looking like a teenager. 

Han Xiao placed his hand on her head and asked, “How is your strength progressing?” 

“Quite fast.” Aurora raised her hand and released a cluster of vital energy. It seemed to be brighter than 

before. 

“Let me take a look.” Nanoparticles flowed at the tip of Han Xiao’s finger and formed a metal needle. He 

stabbed Aurora’s arm and triggered the combat information, seeing her full attributes. 

Han Xiao looked at it and nodded with satisfaction. 

Ever since Aurora became the master of the Holy Light Particle, Han Xiao had hired a ton of employees 

to specifically cultivate the Holy Light Seeds, helping Aurora become stronger. The effect of that was 

spectacular. 

The Vital Energy Esper Ability was unique, so Aurora would never hit a wall. As long as she accumulated 

enough, her Grade would smoothly increase. Therefore, the method of harvesting leeks using the Holy 

Light Particle was perfect for her, making her grow at an incredible speed, much quicker than growing 

naturally. With her current growth speed, it would not take hundreds of years for Aurora to become a 

Beyond Grade A. The time would be reduced by roughly seventy to ninety percent. 

Han Xiao smiled and said, “Not bad, not bad, I’m satisfied with your progress. Keep it up. Now go play,” 

“Humph, I’ve been doing a lot of things in the army, not just playing. Don’t always see me as a kid!” 

Aurora puffed her cheeks, turned, and ran away. 



You just said you’ll always be a kid, and now you’re unhappy about me seeing you as a kid. What in the 

world… Women are so unpredictable, even harder to understand than old man Manison’s Felon 

technology 

en a 

Han Xiao shook his head and did not chase after Aurora, instead returning to his office. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

As soon as he walked in, his communicator rang. He looked at it, and to his surprise, it was a call from 

Kasuyi. 

Han Xiao casually sat on the Throne, lay back, and picked it up. “Yo, Old Kasuyi, you rarely ever contact 

me. What’s this about?” 

“Are you free?” 

“What, you want to ask me out?” “Something like that. I’m planning to explore a special secondary 

dimension and hope to team up with a Mechanic. It’d be best if you’re free.” Han Xiao’s eyes flickered. 

He sat up straight slightly and asked, “Why didn’t you go to Manison? Aren’t the two of you quite 

close?” 

“He’s not in a good situation at the moment, so it’s not wise to look for him. Comparatively, you’re my 

top choice. You’re more suited for this mission than him.” “Oh? Why?” 

“Because that place is dangerous. I need a tank to stand in front, so… you know what I’m saying.” Kasuyi 

coughed. 

Han Xiao tutted. 

No wonder you came to me. Turns out it’s because of my tankiness. 

Why hide something like this? You can just tell me you want my body. 

“How dangerous is that secondary dimension?” 

“I’ve never done field research, so I don’t know the details either. However, it’s definitely very 

dangerous. Even Beyond Grade As’ lives can be threatened.” 

“Who else is going?” 

“Just you and me. I don’t want too many people to take part in this operation.” 

Hearing this, Han Xiao narrowed his eyes. 

He felt that this was most certainly not just a simple exploration. He wondered what secret goal Kasuyi 

had. 

“That’s about it. Black Star, when are you free?” 

“Erm… in a few months. You know what’s happening between Modo and me. I don’t have time to do 

something else for the time being. Are you in a hurry?” 



“Not really. I can wait for you, but don’t make me wait too long.” 

“That’s easy. You can deal with Modo together with me, then I’ll be free sooner, right?” Han Xiao 

teased. 

“Hehe, go trick someone else.” Kasuyi smiled faintly. 

“I can surely go with you, but you’ll at least have to show some sincerity, you know,” Han Xiao said. 

“What reward do you want? As long as it’s a not too excessive request, I will agree.” 

“Now that you suddenly say that, I really don’t know what I want… What about more requests?” 

“No, just one.” Kasuyi’s expression remained the same. 

“Then I’ve not decided yet.” 

Han Xiao shrugged. This was a favor from Kasuyi, so he did not want to waste it. 

“It’s still early anyway. Take your time to think about it. Tell me when you’ve made up your mind.” 

After the agreement was made, Kasuyi did not waste much time. They chatted for a little bit before 

hanging up. 

Han Xiao put the communicator down and pondered. 

“Fascinating. Even Kasuyi needs a teammate to bear the risk together. What’s going on in that 

secondary dimension? Is it really that dangerous?” Sadly, no mission was triggered yet, so he had no 

clue. 

After pondering for a while longer and still having no idea, he put this matter in the back of his mind. 

In the next ten or so days, the Modo Civilization searched everywhere for Lothaire. However, it was not 

going smoothly at all, and accidents occurred frequently. The forces the Crimson Dynasty planted in 

Modo’s territory kept stirring trouble, obstructing the investigation in all ways possible, but they also 

lost quite a number of men who were captured and interrogated by Modo. 

In this situation, the assassins inside Modo’s territory all stopped acting and went into hiding, afraid of 

being suspected. They were all shocked by how daring this assassin who killed the Modo Civilization’s 

leader was. 

During the thorough investigation, Lothaire’s experience proved to be a huge help. He continuously hid, 

shifted locations, and covered his tracks, avoiding the soldiers time after time. 

He had multiple stealth abilities to begin with and the bonus of the Medium Luck Glow, so he was able 

to rendezvous with the mechanical army Han Xiao had sent into Modo’s territory without getting caught 

in any battles. 

The mechanical army successfully handed the King over to Lothaire. With it, he teleported away directly 

and finally escaped. He would never be found by Modo. 

The Modo Civilization did not know about this. They were still searching everywhere. However, just a 

few days later, a sudden change happened in the Modo Civilization’s leading level again. 



As one of Modo’s leaders had passed away, one of the Three Kings was missing. The race this position 

represented was very unhappy, and they did not want this situation to carry on. Therefore, a candidate 

quickly replaced this hole for the time being, and the Three Kings were complete again. 

However, this new leader’s political stand seemed to be different from the other two kings—he did not 

support sending more soldiers to the Flickering World. 

Due to all kinds of factors, the objecting faction seemed to have grown stronger once again. Those 

objecting faction upper echelons, including Marco, were all released after they were proved innocent. 

Under the protection of some kind of political power, not only were they not cleansed, but they were 

even firmer about objecting to the decision to continue participating in the Flickering War. 

A storm started in the Modo Civilization’s leading level again, but this time was different from the public 

impeachment. Instead, it was all going on in private. The public did not know the truth; they only 

noticed that the shifting of officials seemed to be more frequent. No outsiders knew what kind of 

political strife and compromising the Modo upper echelons had made. They only knew that more than 

half a month after the assassination incident, the Modo Civilization publicly announced the progress of 

the investigation. 

The report did not mention the names of the three Universal Civilizations and the Black Star Army at all. 

They only stated that many suspects had been caught, and they had made some progress, but the 

details of the progress were not stated at all. 

At the end of the report, the Modo Civilization stated that they would be attacking all the terrorist 

organizations outside the territory that had claimed responsibility for the assassination. They expressed 

that this was an insult to Modo’s face, and these organizations were key suspects. Under the operations 

of the Modo Civilization, the public opinion of the nation was directed at these terrorist organizations. 

The hatred was shifted. 

The spies and mechanical armies that Han Xiao had left in the Modo expeditionary army’s territory 

discovered their sudden movements -expeditionary army fleets disappeared in the territory one after 

another. 

 

Very soon, not just the Black Star Army, but the three Universal Civilizations and the Super Star Cluster 

Alliance also noticed this. 

Although it was not clearly stated, everyone could guess what the Modo Civilization was doing—the 

Modo expeditionary army was retreating! 

The objecting faction rose, the nation’s internal state was in chaos, and there were many possible traps 

behind the assassination. In the end, the objecting faction got the upper hand. The two old kings of 

Modo were forced to compromise. The order to pull out the expeditionary army was made. They had 

decided to give up on participating in the Flickering War. 

A simpler conclusion for this would be… 

The Modo Civilization was now disqualified by Black Star! 



The Legendary Hero Chapter 1184 – A Wise Assassin Is Not a Good Assassin 

 

 

In the army commander’s office of Black Star Palace, Lothaire’s remote projection stood in the middle of 

the room. Han Xiao circled him, sized him up, and sighed from time to time. 

“Kid, although you’ve successfully escaped this time, don’t feel glad. I need to properly talk to you about 

this.” 

“What orders do you have?” Lothaire calmly accepted the scolding. 

“Although the plan worked, you made the decision on yourself, and I had to clean up for you. I’m your 

boss, not the other way around. For something as big as this, you should ask me before you carry the 

plan out, got it?” Han Xiao stood in front of Lothaire with arms behind his back and reprimanded him. 

“Won’t happen again.” Lothaire’s response was short and simple. 

 

Han Xiao grunted, paused, and said, “The impact of this assassination was extremely severe. The Modo 

Civilization has given up on the Flickering War and is focusing on internal affairs. They definitely will not 

let this go easily. Therefore, all activities of the Assassin’s Society will cease for the time being. Hide and 

wait for this to be over. Only then will I allow you guys to be active again.” 

“How long?” 

“A few decades. You have to make use of this time properly to train,” Han Xiao said. 

“Okay.” Lothaire did not complain and calmly obeyed. 

 

He had acquired some new experience from this assassination. He was just thinking about digesting 

them too. Assassinating the leader of an advanced civilization was undoubtedly a legendary 

accomplishment. It had brought him subtle changes. It was like some kind of ability that increased his 

possibility of reaching Beyond Grade A. However, since Lothaire did not have the interface, he could not 

fully understand all that. He only got a blurry feel of it. 

After giving him advice for a bit longer, Han Xiao ended the communication. His deliberately serious 

expression relaxed, and a smile appeared on his face. This assassination that Lothaire had never 

informed him till it was done really startled him, but the results turned out to be extremely good. As the 

Modo Civilization had withdrawn its army, the second requirement of [Kunde Race Leader’s Last Wish] 

was now complete. 

If not for Lothaire’s assassination, the Modo upper echelons would not have shifted this drastically. In 

that case, he would have had to spend more time and pay a heftier price in order to force Modo to 

retreat. Furthermore, the chain of chaotic reactions caused by Modo’s leader being assassinated were 

also counted in the mission progress. Although Lothaire made this decision without consulting him, the 



results turned out to be reliable. Han Xiao always had high hopes for Lothaire. In his eyes, Lothaire had 

the potential to become a Beyond Grade A. His potential was much higher than lazy Beyond Grade A 

seeds like Hadavy. 

One reason he froze the activity of the Assassin’s Society was to wait till this was over, but another was 

to give Lothaire more time to find the opportunity for Promotion. 

Han Xiao put these things in the back of his mind, opened the mission list on the interface, and looked at 

the two bright gold missions. 

Both (Escape) and (Kunde Race Leader’s Last Wish]’s rewards could now be obtained. One of the two 

requirements of the latter was already complete. He could acquire (The Enemy), (Proof of Leadership), 

and (Kunde Rage] if he wanted. 

Han Xiao thought about it and suppressed his temptation to complete [Kunde Race Leader’s Last Wish), 

as the first mission requirement was to ‘provide protection when the Kunde Race is being culturally 

modified’, which was not complete yet. 

This Grade S mission was a single mission, not a chain mission. Therefore, once he clicked on completing 

it and accepted the reward, it would mean that he would not be able to obtain the reward for the first 

requirement. He wanted the four Political Assets rewarded by the first requirement. Anyway, he could 

decide when to conclude the mission. He could obtain the three abilities anytime he wanted, so he was 

in no hurry. 

“I shall conclude Lothaire’s mission and get the reward first.” 

 

Han Xiao headed out, turned left into the officer lounge to get some luck, returned, and quickly opened 

the interface. 

[Escape] Completed! -3,000 Modo Civilization Favorability. 

Current Relationship: (Archenemy) 

You have received 8 Billion EXP, 2 Random Rewards, and the (Civilization Leader Slayer] milestone. 

(Civilization Leader Slayer]: All civilization leader Favorability -10. Your words will be more heeded by the 

various civilizations. At the same time, when you, your organization, or your allies fight any fleets or 

Supers of your opposing civilization, their defense and various resistances will be reduced by 3% – 7%. 

“This Milestone is definitely for the wanted criminals of the evil factions.” Han Xiao’s eyes twitched. 

To wanted criminals, the Favorability of civilization leaders is complete trash, but since I’m someone 

with a high position and identity, the Favorability of civilization leaders is not useless. 

However, he did not care about it too much. The only advanced civilization leader who had a good 

relationship with him was Urranrell. His Favorability with the federation’s president and the church’s 

pope were both negative, yet they were still working together. As long as there were enough profits, the 

personal Favorability of the leaders was barely impactful. 



Furthermore, the value of that -10 Favorability of the civilization leaders was completely meaningless 

compared to the other effects of the milestone. Although the numbers were not high, the influence it 

had was extremely absurd. It worked against entire civilizations, reducing the various resistance and 

defense of all members of the opposing civilization. 

Han Xiao instantly knew that when fighting the World Tree Civilization, this ability would give the entire 

explored universe a natural edge! 

Comparatively, that slight reduction in Favorability was negligible. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

“I sacrificed my Favorability for the entire universe. What a great man I am.” 

Han Xiao was almost touched by himself. 

He focused and continued looking at the ability/talent drawing interface. 

You have received the reward: draw one of Lothaire’s skills (Ability/Talent). 

Note: Lothaire is a Pugilist. Parts of the abilities/talents are adjusted according to your class. 

Randomizing… Complete! Please select one from the five options below as the reward: 

1. (Stealth Master] Talent: Drastically reduce your presence to others, drastically reduce the 

chance of the enemies discovering you, and drastically reduce the clues you leave behind. You 

can easily find all the factors in a certain area that might lead to you being discovered, including 

but not limited to all kinds of surveillance devices and detection spells. 2. (Assassination Mark] 

Ability: Mark a target, increase the damage of your next attack to the target by 75%-100%, 

Critical Rate by 45%, and Critical Damage by 100%. Energy Cost: 150. Cooldown: 48s. 

2. [One-Hit KO] Ability: When your next attack hits the target successfully, instantly carry out 

Lethal Judgement once. The base of the Judgement is the target’s Health, END, Lethal 

Resistance, LUK, and the level difference between you and the target. If the Judgement 

succeeds, the target will die instantly. If the Judgement fails, the attack will deal an extra 280% 

damage. Energy Cost: 500. Cooldown: 1,2005. 

3. [The Way of an Assassin) Ability: Charge energy into the next attack, accumulating extra damage 

bonuses. Energy to damage bonus Conversion Rate: 10:1%. Maximum damage bonus: 300%. 

Cooldown: 150s. 

4. (Fearless Heart] Talent: When fighting a strong enemy, you will receive extra attack bonuses. 

When the enemy is below Grade B, this ability will not be triggered; when the enemy is Grade B, 

you will receive a 5% base attack bonus; when the enemy is Grade A, you will receive a 15% 

base attack bonus; when the enemy is Grade S, you will receive a 25% base attack bonus; when 

the enemy is Grade S+, you will receive a 35% base attack bonus; when the enemy is Grade SS, 

you will receive a 45% base attack bonus. 

Woah! This kid! Han Xiao’s eyes gleamed. What’s a master assassin? This is a master assassin! 



Lothaire had not been around for many years. It had been a very long time since Han Xiao last looked at 

his interface. He could recall that of these five options, other than the second option, Lothaire did not 

have any others back then. 

Looks like this kid has been busy the past twenty years, he’s got many new skills. Han Xiao was 

overjoyed. 

Such an excellent learning ability could almost match up to Nero. He had found a treasure. 

He browsed through the options. No way he was going to pick the second or the third options. Although 

the Lethal Judgement of (One-Hit KO] was quite tempting, as soon as Han Xiao saw that Luck was one of 

the things considered for the Judgement, he instantly eliminated this option. The fourth option, (The 

Way of an Assassin), was quite powerful, but Han Xiao also eliminated it after some pondering. This 

ability could only provide bonuses for one attack, but attack frequency was what Mechanics focused on. 

Although the (Charge-Endless Potential] he had obtained from Silver Shadow could work together with 

this ability, it was too situational. There would not be many chances to use it. Han Xiao mainly hesitated 

between the first and the fifth option. (Stealth Master) was a functional talent that would dramatically 

enhance his stealth ability. It would be tremendously useful for spy operations, infiltration, stealing 

intelligence, and so on. Although it would not directly increase his strength, it would provide him with 

other forms of support. However, [Fearless Heart]’s bonuses were way too good! 

This did not just enhance one attack, but it was a passive bonus. Every single attack from him and his 

mechanical army could enjoy the bonus! 

Furthermore, the bonus was on top of base attacks, meaning the percentage increase could be seen as 

the increase in the actual damage dealt! 

“The only ones who are qualified to fight me now are all peak Beyond Grade As. This talent is perfect for 

people like me!” 

Han Xiao felt exhilarated. 

To Lothaire, the bonuses of (Fearless Heart] beyond the third level were all useless, since there was no 

way he could defeat a Beyond Grade A now. Only Beyond Grade As could fully utilize the power of this 

talent. 

After pondering for about ten seconds, the desire to deal more damage won in the end. Han Xiao had 

made his choice. 

You have received the talent (Fearless Heart]! 

“Nice.” Han Xiao took a deep breath. He felt a wave of heat that released from his brain that quickly 

flowed through his body. 

After sensing it for a while, his expression became strange. He suddenly connected all the dots. 

This talent was faithful to its name, it gave him a strong sense of confidence. Han Xiao noticed that more 

than half of his fear toward the strong had disappeared, replaced by disdain. 

Manison? Fragile little sh*t, fight him! 



The three Universal Civilizations? Piece of cake, fight them! 

The World Tree Civilization? What is that? Fight them! 

 

Anyone that appeared in his mind, he wanted to fight. His heart was filled with an indomitable sense of 

fearlessness, an illusion as if he could just beat up everything in the world. 

He hastily suppressed this emotion, took a few deep breaths, and finally calmed himself down. It all 

made sense now. 

“No wonder Lothaire dared assassinate the Modo Three Kings. Turns out it’s the side effect of this 

talent. The mystery is now solved…” 

Han Xiao rolled his eyes. 

What Fearless Heart? Bullsh*t, this is clearly Reckless Heart! 

The Legendary Hero Chapter 1185 – National War 

 

 

 (Fearless Heart] was undoubtedly a semi-Molding Talent level talent. This was a surprise for Han Xiao. 

He turned off the interface and contemplated what to do next. “Modo is already disqualified. The 

second requirement of the Kunde Race mission is complete. As long as Modo doesn’t come to mess with 

me, I won’t need to fight them in the future… Once they retreat, I won’t have an excuse to take part in 

the Flickering War anymore. I’ll have to temporarily exit this stage. The army players might have 

problems with that… but luckily, now is already the final stage of the version. The impact won’t be too 

huge.” 

Without Modo as an opponent, the Black Star Army no longer had a reason to continue participating in 

the Flickering World. This way, the army players would have to exit this main storyline too. If this had 

happened in the middle or even early stage of the version, the army players would have been in an 

uproar. Some of the newbies would most likely have changed factions to join the first World Server war. 

However, Modo retreated at just the right time. It was now near the end of the version, meaning there 

was not much time left for the players to do things. Most of their energy was focused on preparing for 

the fourth season of the Pro League and the World Server War that was about to happen. These were 

the last two big things they could do near the end of the Version 4.0. Losing the Flickering War main 

storyline in this situation would minimize the players’ dissatisfaction. Furthermore, Han Xiao had faked a 

main storyline mission, which the players would receive reward from, making up for the loss of the 

players not being able to participate in the real main storyline mission to a certain extent. 

 

Due to the existence of the Black Star Army, the state and territory distribution of the various guild 

alliances in the Flickering World was completely different from Han Xiao’s previous life. Furthermore, 



this difference would extend all the way to the versions in the future. Even Han Xiao could not really 

predict what would become of these guild alliances in the future. 

Han Xiao pondered for a while. When he realized that there were no more big things he had to do at the 

end of the version, he breathed a sigh of relief. 

“What needs to be done has been done. What’s left is to watch things develop like the other Beyond 

Grade As and wait for the Flickering War to come to a result…” 

Han Xiao decided to lie low for some time and develop his technology, spending the remaining time of 

Version 4.0 peacefully. Furthermore, the army had attracted way too much attention recently. Nothing 

was good in excess, so it was a good time to cool down and temporarily stay out of the public eye. 

 

“Now I just have to wait for the World Server War and the Pro League to suck out the players’ savings 

for me to have enough EXP for Promotion.” 

Han Xiao smiled. He did not even have to come up with any promotional events. These two events were 

like automatic harvesting machines, convenient and effortless. 

The Modo Civilization did not openly announce their retreat. They focused on promoting their plan to 

attack the terrorist organizations while quietly withdrawing the expeditionary army bit by bit. 

The Super Star Cluster Alliance was an organization with shared interests, after all. Although Modo gave 

up on the Flickering War, they could not just walk away. As the Modo expeditionary army retreated, the 

other Super Star Cluster civilizations sent out some of their troops to form mixed fleets and took over 

this line of defense. 

The Super Star Cluster Alliance was glad to see Modo exit. This way, their nightmare Black Star would be 

gone too. This was a completely beneficial trade in their eyes. Although the other Super Star Cluster 

civilizations were harsh in the things they said, they were still in the same alliance. They achieved some 

kind of deal with Modo and signed some agreements as compensation for Modo’s exit. 

As the main enemy fled, the Black Star Army’s troops stopped attacking the Super Star Cluster Alliance’s 

line of defense and left the Ferdinand Battle Zone in batches. The forged mission (Black Star Army 

Expedition Order] concluded, giving the army players a wave of rich rewards. 

Although the rewards were set by Han Xiao and slightly worse than the real main storyline, it had its 

pros. The players would only be able to conclude the real Flickering War main storyline mission after the 

war ended, meaning only in the next version. On the other hand, the fake main storyline mission Han 

Xiao had made could be concluded now, meaning the players would receive the reward before the 

version ended. 

These rewards gave the army players more resources to level up abilities, purchase equipment, and so 

on to increase their strength. The most direct benefit was that this would help players in the World 

Server War and the Pro League that was about to come. 



Just as Han Xiao expected, exiting the main storyline in advance did not trouble the players. If the war 

against Modo was still carrying on, this would cause ordering the players very difficult for the army. Now 

that he had basically given the players a holiday, they could fully focus on the World Server War. 

 

Planet Milton was a desolate planet located in the exterior parts of the Emerald Star Cluster. Over the 

past few months, batches of fleets with symbols of different guild alliances had been arriving there, 

building bases, fortresses, and lines of defenses on this planet. 

Many of these guild alliances were enemies with each other, but all of them silently agreed on ignoring 

each other and constructed their strongholds peacefully. 

The reason that this happened was one of the rules stated inside the invitation letter that before the 

designated date to start the war arrived, all professional guilds and player alliances that had arrived on 

Planet Milton could construct as many strongholds as they wanted, but attacking each other was not 

allowed. Anyone who disobeyed the rules would be kicked out of this war. 

This was like a ‘protected period’, basically the preparation stage for all the guild alliances that were 

participating, as well the time given to all the players to get there. 

Therefore, in the past few months, these guilds had been sending one batch of spaceships there after 

another, transporting tons of resources and constructing many temporary strongholds. The locations 

they chose to build strongholds were anything but random; some guild alliances had teamed up with 

others, and their strongholds had to be built close to one another so that they could help each other. 

Since fighting before the official date was not allowed, fighting for the locations to build their 

strongholds was also forbidden. It worked on a first come first served basis. Therefore, the invisible war 

started during the preparation stage when they were constructing the strongholds. Choosing the 

location of the strongholds was like playing chess; not only did they have to be close to their allies’ 

strongholds, but they also had to disrupt the enemy guild alliances’ stronghold formations. 

As of now, about seventy percent of all the players in Galaxy had arrived. The unpopulated Planet 

Milton became exceptionally boisterous. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

In Golden Alliance Base No.1, the upper echelons of the four biggest Chinese guilds and various top tier 

Chinese guilds gathered in one place. 

In the middle of the room was a 3D projection of Planet Milton. The surface was divided into areas with 

different colors, representing the territories of different guild alliances. 

The Golden Alliance was the guild alliance the Chinese profession clubs took the lead in founding. It 

basically included all the top tier Chinese guilds. The Golden Alliance could be seen as the 

representatives of the Chinese players; almost all the members were army players. 

The term ‘army players’ was just a general term. It was not an official guild alliance and also had 

different factions. Some foreign players who only joined the army in Version 4.0 formed different guild 

alliances. Being in the same faction was a link that made these guild alliances natural allies. 



Usually, these guild alliances could be seen as a whole, generally called the ‘army players’. However, 

when it comes to the national war, they still need to be classified separately. 

The various guild alliances that gathered on Planet Milton could be roughly split into four Factions—the 

Black Star Army Faction led by the Golden Alliance, the Anti-Black Star Faction led by the Galactic 

Business Alliance, the Three Universal Civilizations Faction led by the September Conference, and the 

remaining scattered forces mainly consisting of the guilds from other Beyond Grade A organizations and 

neutral organizations. They fought for their own and had no leader. 

Morning Snow Twilight Frost stood beside the projection, gestured with his hands, and said casually, “… 

As everyone can see, the Galactic Business Alliance, Northern Battlefront, 5C Alliance, and so on have 

always targeted us. They’ve set up their strongholds around every one of our strongholds, preventing us 

from expanding the base, clearly planning to surround us as soon as the war starts.” He was the 

president of the Dynasty Club’s official guild, also the first president of the Golden Alliance. 

The president of the Temple of God, Jupiter, crossed his legs and said with disdain, “Ha, are these 

Europeans playing chess? Don’t they know who invented chess?” 

“Our allies are responding too. Some arrived at the locations in advance, so the enemies won’t be able 

to surround us. Some built strongholds at important strategic locations. It won’t be that easy for the 

enemies to mess with us,” the president of the Jade Green Sky said slowly. 

The guild alliances of the Black Star Army Faction had made an agreement to follow the lead of the 

Golden Alliance and fight together. Other than the guild alliances of the Black Star Army Faction, the 

Golden Alliance also received help from elsewhere, the enemies of their enemies. The enemy’s enemy 

might not be their friend, but at least there was room for them to work together. 

“In terms of supplies, fleets, and weapons, we have the upper hand. The bulk purchased Evolutionary 

Badges are also given out, forming close to two hundred demolition divisions of eight hundred members 

each. In attacking strongholds, they’ll destroy the enemies with the aid of airstrikes very quickly,” a guild 

president said excitedly. 

Fleets and all kinds of war machines were allowed in this war, but no Planetary Obliteration level 

weapons were permitted. However, the weapons used had to be bought. This war was a pure battle 

between the players; getting help from NPCs was clearly forbidden. 

The various large guild alliances hosted this battle mainly to create exposure. The national war aligned 

with the various clubs’ interests. As long as they could achieve outstanding results in the war or even 

become the final winners, their guilds would be able to attract more ordinary players, gain more fame, 

and earn through traffic. This was the goal of professional clubs. 

As for the winning condition, it was very simple. There were mainly two ways. One was to destroy all of 

the enemy’s strongholds on Planet Milton. After the battle started, the guild alliances would still be able 

to continue building more strongholds, but the others would be allowed to attack them. 

Another way was to deplete the opposing guild members’ revival times in the week. The players could 

revive ten times in six days at most on one account, and in such a highly intense war with hundreds of 

millions of players participating, the frequency of the players dying would become strikingly high. 



Morning Snow Twilight Frost nodded, turned to the many professional players who were listening on 

the side, and asked, “How’s the challenge going?” 

King Admiral said lazily, “More wins than losses. I forgot the exact numbers.” 

Bun-Hit-Dog instantly gave a thumbs up with a grin. “No worries, I remember. We’re now at 3,488 wins, 

1,142 losses. The win rate is about 75%. It’s glorious!” 

The rules stated that the guilds could not fight each other, but since so many players had gathered 

there, clearly some would get too bored. Duels were not forbidden, so PVP matches could be seen 

everywhere. 

Due to this, the various large guild alliances sent out many PVP experts to challenge players of the other 

guilds. If they won, the other guild’s morale would be affected. 

The results of these duels needed to be promoted to increase the popularity of the guild, so professional 

reports were needed. Hence, Bun-Hit-Dog, who was a celebrity, was hired by the Golden Alliance as the 

chief reporter to lead the entire battlefield reporters group, personally in charge of writing the battle 

reports of the Golden Alliance. 

Such a large-scale national war had players in all kinds of industries participating such as PVP experts, 

logistics players, management personnel, reporters, and so on. They all had their own job to do. It was a 

festival. 

 

As the date for the start of the war approached, the atmosphere on Planet Milton became more and 

more heavy. A storm was coming. 

The players were not the only ones who paid attention to this war. Even the other organizations paid 

attention to this war between the Immortals. 

The three Universal Civilizations, Super Star Cluster civilizations, and the other organizations got some 

information from the players. Although they were surprised by the special hostility between the 

Immortals, they all did not disrupt them, only observed them, quietly recording the specialties of 

Immortals. 

If the Black Star Army Faction won his war, Han Xiao would benefit from it too. His faction would be 

more appealing to the new players. However, he did not plan to interfere. He did not want to ruin this 

signature event that would certainly be written into the Galaxy Chronicles. He only wanted to stay at 

home and watch the show while eating some popcorn. 

Time passed. Under the eyes of countless people, the day of the national war finally arrived! 

Chapter 1186 The Tears Pugilists Are Shedding Are All the Water Damage Their Brains Suffered When 

They Choose Their Class 

Despite constructing many strongholds on Planet Milton, all the big guild alliances had a main base, 

usually the first stronghold they built. It had no difference from the other strongholds in terms of rules, 

but to the players, it was a symbol, like the main city. Dragon Hill was a large hill that surrounded the 

Golden Alliance’s main base. It originally had no name. The name Dragon Hill was given by the Golden 



Alliance after they occupied this place. On the day of the beginning of the war, hundreds of battlefields 

of varying sizes appeared on Planet Milton. Most were between strongholds. Among all these 

battlefields, Dragon Hill attracted the most attention. This was because the Anti-Black Star Faction had 

placed their main forces there, planning to get rid of the Golden Alliance’s main base on the first day of 

the war. The Golden Alliance, too, placed their main forces there and prepared for it. They had decided 

to fight head-on. 

Almost ten million players from both factions gathered on Dragon Hill, looking forward to the battle. The 

countless troops turned this hill into a colorful sea. Teams of players kept shifting locations like tides on 

the sea. 

The mixed colors came from the troops of the Anti-Black Star Faction, as they wore very different 

equipment. As for the Golden Alliance, they were wearing the army’s standard mechanical suits, which 

were black and silver. It was very neat. The Golden Alliance looked like a huge official army, unlike the 

Anti-Black Star Faction, which looked like a mere mix of small forces. 

The people of the Galactic Business Alliance and other guilds were stationed at the south, east, and west 

sides, planning to attack from all three directions. The Golden Alliance troops’ formation was circular, 

wrapped around the main base. The formations of two sides were separated by a wide belt area. 

Inside the strategy surveillance room, the 3D satellite map hovered in the middle. 

 

Morning Snow Twilight Frost, who took the position as the main commander of the battle, stared closely 

at the map, giving out orders one after another. The dozen military strategists around him occasionally 

gave suggestions, while the group of assistants sent the orders down. 

For such a large battle, fighting without an overall strategy would spell certain defeat, so the 

commanding system was very crucial. 

To prevent electromagnetic or virtual technology disruptions that might prevent the frontlines from 

receiving orders, both sides chose to use the chat system in the interface as the channel to give out 

orders. 

The main commander looked over the entire battle and analyzed the situation with the military 

strategists. The orders would then be passed down by the messengers in the command room to the 

various high commanders. The high commanders would then swiftly adjust the detailed strategy based 

on the orders and the situation of the frontlines before giving orders to the intermediate commanders 

under them. The intermediate commanders would then pass the order down to the team captains at 

the frontlines, who would then communicate with their team members in the team channel and execute 

the orders. 

 

On both sides, there were as many as more than a hundred thousand commanders, the majority being 

the team captains. 

This procedure looked complicated, but because the chat system was not restricted by distance and 

everyone did their job properly, it was very efficient. 



If all the players made up a body, the main commanders and the high commanders would be the brain 

giving the orders, and the intermediate commanders and the team captains would be the nervous 

system responsible for controlling the body based on the orders the brain gave. Morning Snow Twilight 

Frost gave a round of orders. Seeing that the troops on his side were all almost in place, he exhaled 

softly, turned to Jade Green Sky, who was one of the military strategists and asked, “… The setup is 

about complete. How much time till the war starts?” 

“Six minutes and eleven seconds.” 

“It’s about time. Tell all teams to preheat their weapons. Activate the shields of the base and the 

frontlines too. At the three-minute mark, have the enchantment Mages start applying buffs and the rest 

start consuming whatever combat capability enhancement potions they have.” 

The order was quickly passed down. A thick, light-blue energy shield rose around the main base and 

shrouded it. 

The defense Mage teams at the frontlines started to apply shields and enchanting spells on the other 

teams around very soon. The Pugilist teams who would be leading the charge also started to inject 

enhancement potions. These bonuses all had a time limit, so using it right before the start of the war 

would maximize the effects. 

The Anti-Black Star Faction’s men were doing the same thing. Colorful lights appeared on both sides like 

a fireworks competition. 

Seconds felt like years in the last three minutes. All the players present were exhilarated and nervous. 

They held their breath, focused, and waited for the war to start. The atmosphere of the battlefield was 

silent and intense. 

 

As the countdown continued, it finally reached zero. 

“Go!” 

At that instant, the earth started trembling! 

The battlefield that was silent just seconds ago was suddenly filled with roars and battle cries. The battle 

erupted instantly! 

The two stationary seas suddenly turned into raging tsunamis, charging at each other! 

Countless energy beams formed an enormous net on the empty area between the two sides. Tons of 

players fell during the charge from the opponent’s long ranged attacks. The black and the mixed colored 

tides quickly closed in on each other and clashed! 

Boom boom boom boom! 

Chains of explosions left cracks and pits on the ground. Dragon Hill swiftly became a mess. The charging 

teams of both sides collapsed in large areas. In just an instant, countless mechanical soldiers, Pugilists, 

and melee-ranged Esper players died on the spot. It was a bloodbath! This was not a stage for any one 



person. No matter how strong a player was, once they got out of the main formation, they would be 

killed in an instant. Carrying out their individual duties in groups was the only choice. 

“Area C5 and D2, target their Psychic teams! Their AOE is too strong. The shield durability is almost at 

the warning line!” 

“Defense Mages, keep giving the Pugilists enhancing spells. Throw fire or poison spells or whatever you 

have toward the enemies! Trap experts, stop f*cking throwing spells and keep planting traps! 

Summoners, get your babies out quicker… Where’s the attack Mage team of Area B2? Don’t fall out of 

formation!” 

“Area A1, A4, B2, B6, C1, and D1 Mechanics, quickly disassemble the traps. D9’s artillery is broken. Go 

repair it. Army Style and Mechanical Pugilists, keep advancing. Cannon Masters, don’t stop attacking. 

Target their Psychics and Mages. Virtual Mechanics, handle their fleets. Armed and Energy Mechanics, 

bring out your heavy weapons and continue to fire. Target their Pugilists!” 

“Psychics, focus on their Mechanics. Remember to save your mana… Nice! Someone landed a Super 

Critical Hit! A ton of enemies have just died!” 

“Espers who are not melee types, don’t rush forward. Stay behind, and step back to recover your mana 

when you’re out… Didn’t I f*cking tell you not to rush forward? That’s the job of Pugilists! Why the f*ck 

are you fighting for it?” “Area C2 Pugilists, try to die slower! Get back to the frontlines after reviving. 

What are you waiting for?” The battle entered the climax instantly. The chat channels were filled with 

energy, and the commanders were yelling at the top of their lungs. 

The players of the five classes all had their job to do. Psychics were responsible for AOE attacks and 

applying debuffs. Espers and Mages were responsible for whatever their ability was or what they 

excelled at. 

The Pugilists were the most tragic, they could only lay down their bodies at the frontlines for the rest to 

advance. The Pugilists were strong and incredible in the early versions, now they were weak and 

helpless. How the tables turn. 

After all, Pugilist was a civilian class, the pros of it were that it was easy to play, the fighting style was 

cool, and it was not bad in duels. 
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However, in large battlefields like this, everyone was targeting Pugilists, hoping to deplete their revival 

times so that their opponent would lose the teams who were leading the charge. In situations like this, 

the Pugilists’ death rate was far higher than the other four classes. Even the term ‘cool’ was lost on 

them. They were basically competing on who could die in a flashier way. 

Furthermore, Pugilists did not have any other choices. No one would want them even if they wanted to 

do construction work in the logistics department; their efficiency was far lower than all kinds of 

mechanical devices. 

At this time, the thoughts in the various Pugilist players’ minds were shockingly similar. 



F*cking hell, how am I supposed to play this class? Comparatively, Mechanics who were weak in the 

early stages were shining brightly in battles. They were the busiest in the battlefield. They could fight, 

manage logistics, charge forward, deal both single target and AOE damage, repair, and produce. They 

were irreplaceable. 

Due to how strategically crucial the Mechanics were, the Golden Alliance had an edge. Because of their 

faction, the most elite Mechanics among the players were all in the Black Star Army. Basically all of them 

were members of the Golden Alliance. 

As the battle carried on, the situation started shifting—the Golden Alliance gained the upper hand, and 

it was expanding. 

The top tier professional players all had the privilege of getting resources poured onto them by their 

clubs, so the difference between them was not too obvious. However, in terms of overall strength of the 

players, the Golden Alliance surpassed the Anti-Black Star Faction. 

The Black Star Army had united the Chinese players long ago, saving the players the cost of continuously 

changing factions. Furthermore, there were all kinds of faction privileges from time to time. Their 

growth was much more organized than the ‘wild’ players who had been in many different factions in the 

past versions. 

After close to four versions, the Golden Alliance players were clearly superior in terms of abilities and 

equipment overall. 

Furthermore, the fake main storyline Han Xiao concluded in advance gave the army players another 

wave of funds and EXP. One or two players receiving it would not make a difference, but tens of millions 

of players all received the reward. When that materialized in this battlefield, it increased their edge even 

further. 

“The casualty count statistics are out!” 

Inside the main base’s command room, Morning Snow Twilight Frost was giving out orders when he 

received a set of smart statistics. His eyes gleamed. 

“The enemies died 0.742 times on average. For our side, it’s 0.631 times. Wonderful!” 

The people present were overjoyed. 

This data represented the average deaths per player on both sides. Though the difference was only 

0.111, in this battle of tens of millions of players, this meant that the players on their side died about 

five hundred thousand times less than the opponents! “The revive limit is only ten every six days. 

Finishing those revives means you’re out. Today is the first day of the war, so their bottom line is 

probably between 1.8 to 2.2. Their charging team has died more times than the average at almost 1.2. 

They’ll soon be unable to hold on!” 

Morning Snow Twilight Frost narrowed his eyes and said, “Send in fifty demolition divisions. Advance at 

my command!” 

As they were not fighting NPCs, both sides did not use large-scale suicidal attacks. Everyone could revive 

multiple times, and if used wrongly, they might lose more than they had to gain instead. 



The Golden Alliance had piled up a ton of Evolution Badges when preparing for the war. Fifty demolition 

divisions meant forty thousand players, which was about a 0.01 increase in the overall average death 

count after conversion. They now had an enormous edge, so they could totally take the risk. The goal 

was not to kill more enemies but to make use of the tankiness and the high melee damage bonus of the 

Aberrations to break the opponent’s formation. 

As the order was passed down, a special team was escorted into the frontlines. With countless flashes of 

light, their bodies expanded into Aberrations one after another and charged into the enemy formation, 

unstoppable like a hot knife cutting through butter! 

A total of forty thousand monsters with multiple buffs charged into the enemy’s formation, instantly 

creating areas of enemy Pugilist players that were separated from the rest. The attacks from the Golden 

Alliance followed right after and wiped them out on the spot. 

The violence of the Evolution Badge was recognized by all the players. The advance of forty thousand 

Aberrations messed up the Anti-Black Star Faction’s command system for a while. 

They spent quite a lot of time before killing all these Aberrations. The chaos had caused the Anti-Black 

Star Faction’s average death count to increase by 0.018, meaning about a hundred thousand players 

died. The difference between two sides was getting bigger, especially among the Pugilist teams. “We 

can win!” 

The morale of the Golden Alliance players in the frontlines rocketed. The players of the Galactic Business 

Alliance were clearly not as energetic. 

Battles between large armies would not be turned around easily. As soon as one side had the upper 

hand, the remaining battle would just be the process of snowballing. 

The situation continuously became better for the Golden Alliance and worse for the other side. The 

results of the battle were gradually growing certain. 

While the battle on Dragon Hill was going on fiercely, Han Xiao, who was far away in Black Star Palace, 

was holding a bag of popcorn in his one hand and a drink in the other, watching the broadcast from Bun-

Hit-Dog on the forums. 

However, his focus was not the situation of the battle… 

“Nice, nice, using forty thousand Evolution Badges at once. Charging these Evolution Badges is going to 

get me a wave of EXP again. Keep using them.” 

“Haha, hundreds more mechanical teams are destroyed. More repair fees.” 

 

Han Xiao was joyous. He did not feel heartache about the battle damage the Golden Alliance was 

suffering at all. He was practically laughing. 

In his eyes, every batch of resources the Golden Alliance lost meant a new round of sales for him. If not 

because the faction benefits could not be given out randomly, he would even sell to the Anti-Black Star 

Faction. 



“War is still the most profitable!” Han Xiao grinned. 

At this point, he felt like he was a shameless strategist reclaiming the resources he gave out from the 

players in all kinds of ways. 

After all, the players would only be motivated to create more value when their hard-earned resources 

were emptied. 

The Legendary Hero Chapter 1187 – Black Star, I Have Mastered Your Ways! 

 

 

The Dragon Hill battle was like a signal. Flames of war erupted everywhere on Planet Milton in the next 

two days. The bloodshed of the guild alliance players was never-ending. Battles happened on hundreds 

of battlefields across many strongholds every moment. It was as if Planet Milton was being bombarded 

continuously for two days. The surface was completely wrecked by the hundreds of millions of players. 

The forums were basically filled with only two types of posts, the ones that kindly greeted the families of 

the opposing players and the battle reports of the various battlefield reporters. 

As there were way too many battles going on across the various battlefields at the same time, even Han 

Xiao could not follow all of them. He only watched the Golden Alliance’s performance on the first day, 

saw that the Golden Alliance had emerged victorious in the Dragon Hill battle, and stopped paying close 

attention. He only looked at Bun-Hit-Dog and the Galaxy Times’ reports once every few hours to get an 

idea of the overall situation of the World Server War. 

In general, the Golden Alliance had the biggest advantage. The guild alliances such as the Galactic 

Business Alliance suffered large losses on the first day, so they clearly became much more cautious. 

As for the Three Universal Civilizations Faction led by the Golden Alliance and the September 

Conference, they did not organize any large-scale battles, only smaller partial battles. Instead, the 

scattered neutral factions were the ones that had fought most intensely so far. The scattered neutral 

factions had the most players. Many smaller guilds formed small alliances. Not only were they fiercely 

fighting each other, but some daring players even formed teams and attacked the strongholds of the big 

factions such as the Black Star Army Factions. Most of them were defeated, but a small percentage of 

them managed to take over some strongholds from the three mainstream factions. 

 

In similar events, cleaning up the scattered players was normally the first thing that needed to be done. 

However, that was not the case here. The war was extremely brutal, and the revival count that basically 

no players cared about usually now became the most crucial resource. 

The three mainstream factions had the ability to eliminate any scattered factions they wanted, but 

doing that without taking at least some damage was impossible. The players were fearless and would 

never give up resisting. Even the three mainstream factions would certainly incur some losses. To them, 

using the crucial revival counts on these scattered players was an utter waste. 



Furthermore, attempting to cleanse the scattered players on a large scale would most likely cause them 

to unite and fight back. By then, they would have shot themselves in the foot and gotten trounced by 

the scattered players. 

Although the rules did not state a time limit, everyone had an unspoken agreement to decide the results 

of the war in six days. Otherwise, their revival count would refresh again by then, which would be 

extremely costly for the guild alliances. 

 

Although the players could revive again, their resources would undoubtedly deplete as time went on. If 

they were to fight another round, the inventory of the guild alliances would suffer tremendously. 

Furthermore, normal players would not be willing to go through the death penalty too many times. 

In his exclusive workshop in Black Star Palace, Han Xiao stored away a newly built King mechanical suit, 

casually opened the forums, and browsed through the battle reports for today. 

‘Golden Alliance 8 Hours Report: Continued Increase in Win Probability’ – By Bun-Hit-Dog: “The Golden 

Alliance has carried out forty-one battles in the past eight hours, four are million level battles, eleven are 

five hundred thousand level partial battles, twenty-two are a hundred thousand level partial battles, and 

four small group battles. No ten million level battles. Of them, the Golden Alliance won twenty-nine and 

lost twelve, winning 70.73% of the battles, a 3.16% increase compared to yesterday. The overall average 

death count increased from 2.375 to 2.814, maintaining at the top of the average survival leaderboards, 

further increasing their lead over the second in place. The difference now has already reached 0.703!” 

‘Flying Stone Cliff Quick Report’ – By Galaxy Times (Chinese Zone): “Today, the Galactic Business Alliance 

and the Northern Battlefront’s stronghold in Haywood Valley was assaulted by the September Council 

and Denland. As their teleportation arrays were disrupted, the Galactic Business Alliance and the 

Northern Battlefront dispatched the closest forces to travel to the Haywood Valley stronghold as 

reinforcements. However, when they passed by Flying Stone Cliff, they fell into the Golden Alliance’s 

ambush and suffered heavy losses. According to reliable sources, the Golden Alliance secretly 

dispatched a team there and had them log off. By logging in at the Flying Stone Cliff, they took the 

enemies by complete surprise, achieving a huge victory!” 

There were many similar reports, Han Xiao scanned through them with a smile to see which guild 

alliances were eliminated for about half an hour before exiting the forums. 

Beep beep beep! At this time, his communicator rang. It was surprisingly the dynasty exploration army’s 

Marshal, Brother Tarrokov. 

Han Xiao accepted the communication and asked with a smile, “Yoho, Old Tar, what’s 

up?” 

“Have you been paying attention to the war between the Immortals?” Tarrokov’s tone was serious. 

 

“Hehe, I have a ton of Immortals under my command. How can I not pay attention? Come on, do you 

have to test me like this? Did the dynasty upper echelons send you?” 



Han Xiao had a rough guess of what Tarrokov’s intentions were. 

“Hmm…” Tarrokov did not deny it and slowly said, “What I want to ask is, how much do you really know 

about the Immortals?” 

“Be more specific.” 

“Alright… the Intelligence Department and the Dynasty Science Institute have never stopped observing 

the Immortals. One of the earliest batches of Immortals appeared on Planet Aquamarine, which were 

almost all recruited by you. You seem to have a very deep understanding of them. We’d like to know, 

why do the Immortals disappear every so often? Why does all of their strength increase after appearing 

again after they disappear? Does this strength increase of theirs have a limit? Can they really be fully 

controlled?” 

A chain of questions was thrown at Han Xiao. He did not immediately respond. He felt the attitude 

change of the Crimson Dynasty. 

The three Universal Civilizations had always been studying the Immortals, and now they finally came to 

him, who was an ‘expert’ in this matter on the surface. This was clearly because of the World Server 

War. It had made them take the Immortals even more seriously! 

The nickname ‘Cancer of the Universe’ had existed for more than half of the version. The players had 

always been active in different events everywhere. Even though there was the Black Star Cup not long 

ago, that was just a competition. This time, however, was the first time the various organizations finally 

witnessed a large-scale battle only Immortals took part in. 
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The weapons and fleets they used were nothing extraordinary, nor was the scale as marvelous as the 

galactic battles. The only thing that was shocking was how fiercely the Supers fought. The Immortals 

from different factions had fought before too, but this time, it was much bloodier and more brutal. The 

advanced civilizations were only shocked, but those smaller organizations were almost spooked! 

So, this is what a war between the Cancers of the Universe is like. We still underestimated the violence 

of these people! 

Thinking about the specialties the Immortals had shown in the past, the dynasty no longer had the 

leisure to slowly carry out their studies, so they approached Han Xiao, hoping to obtain more detailed 

information. 

“I don’t know them that well. You guys probably already know what I know…” 

Of course, Han Xiao was not going to tell the entire truth. He casually said some things. Most was 

information the others could also obtain, nothing rare or new. “Is that all you know?” Tarrokov was not 

convinced yet. 

“What else? I was only able to find some patterns before others. I’m not an Immortal. How can I know 

everything?” Han Xiao joked. 

“You’re right…” Tarrokov nodded. 



Actually, the Crimson Dynasty had suspected that Black Star was an Immortal decades ago. 

However, no one had been able to kill him, so there was no way to know the truth. 

Then, since Black Star did not disappear periodically like the Immortals, the dynasty had let go of this 

suspicion. 

After Tarrokov was gone, Han Xiao wiped off the smile on his face and looked serious. 

He opened the interface, looked at the EXP gauge, and made an estimate. 

“At this rate of harvesting EXP, when this fight is over, I’ll have more than enough EXP to complete the 

level 340 Promotion before the Pro League starts… Hmm, I can use the Evolution Cube again this time.” 

Han Xiao frowned slightly. 

As the strength of the players increased, the state of the universe would become more and more 

chaotic. He would only be able to deal with all kinds of changes by becoming stronger as quickly as 

possible. By then, no matter how the advanced civilizations responded, he would be able to deal with it. 

The players of the Limitless Financial Group were also part of the World Server War. They were one of 

the large forces among the scattered factions. 

Sorokin was also paying attention to this battle, but not just to observe it-he had other plans. 

“This seems like a good opportunity to attract Immortals…” Sorokin’s eyes flickered. 

He had always been passionate about recruiting the Immortals. Although he did not know the truth 

about the players, the path Han Xiao had taken gave him some ideas. 

Sorokin had carefully studied the Black Star Army’s history, especially the methods the Black Star Army 

used to attract the Immortals. By concluding what had happened in the past, he had found quite a lot of 

patterns. 

By now, Sorokin felt like he had already mastered Black Star’s methods. 

“This war between so many Immortals is a good opportunity for the Limitless Financial Group to make a 

name for itself among the Immortals. If the Immortals of the Limitless Financial Group win in the end, it 

should attract more Immortals…” 

 

Usually, the Limitless Financial Group Immortals did not have an edge. In order for them to win, he had 

to interfere. Anyway, he was not restrained by his reputation like the other Beyond Grade As. Even if 

word of him, a Beyond Grade A, shamelessly interfering with a war between Grade B supers got out, his 

reputation would not be affected because he never had one to begin with. As a Beyond Grade A, even 

without using his full strength, he would be able to decide the results of battles at this level. 

Furthermore, his methods were extremely sneaky. He believed that these Grade B Immortals would not 

be able to discover them. 

“Looks like this is worth a try. I shall do it…” Sorokin made up his mind. 



His speculation actually made sense. However, he could not see the forums, so he lacked the most 

crucial piece of information… He had no idea the players were fighting, and more importantly, he was 

completely clueless about the fact that the rules forbade NPCs from interfering! 

The players of the Limitless Financial Group did not dare break the rules. They had invested a ton of 

resources and worked hard trying to maintain the good results they had achieved. 

What they would never have expected was that their own faction leader was preparing to get them 

instantly disqualified. 

The Legendary Hero Chapter 1188 – That’s Not How the Script Was Written! 

 

 

Within Mount Gold, a large base was embedded in the mountain, with the sky around it hovering with 

battleships and a team of mechanical guards, tightly guarding the area. 

This was the main base of the Apocalypse Foundation, the largest guild alliance belonging to the 

Limitless Financial Group. Sixty to seventy percent of the mountain itself had been transformed into 

mechanical defense facilities, and relying on this main base, they had also cleaned up the surrounding 

small areas to continuously expand. In the middle of the third day of battle, the Mount Gold stronghold 

sent three ace troops to conquer the Hex Armed Forces of the Wind Hunting Valley. This was another 

large guild alliance that occupied the area. The two of them had been fighting for regional supremacy. 

The Hex Armed Forces had long detected that their enemies would attack and thus pulled out their 

troops. Both sides fought fiercely outside Wind Hunting Valley, neither side willing to extricate 

themselves. 

Just as the fierce battle between the two were raging, another guild alliance called the Reverse Crusade 

launched a raid on the Mount Gold stronghold. 

They had planned this for a long time and stationed their troops to hide and ambush the area a day and 

a half in advance. They had even erected a secret resurrection point in the area. Using the opportunity 

when the main forces of both sides were in battle, they attacked the relatively empty base camp of the 

Apocalypse Foundation, intending to steal the other’s base. 

 

The Apocalypse Foundation was at the disadvantage of fighting on two fronts. They actually intended to 

withdraw the troops attempting to conquer Wind Hunting Valley. However, the Hex Armed Forces 

seemed to have anticipated the emergence of the Reverse Crusade and entangled the main force of the 

Apocalypse Foundation, not allowing it to separate from them. 

At this moment, the stronghold at Mount Gold had turned into another fierce battlefield. A large 

number of artillery battleship and combat machinery were fighting in the air, fireworks constantly 

dotting the sky, and the ground was full of players fighting in the hills and plains. 

The Apocalypse Foundation had basically dispatched all their trump cards at this point and did not have 

many of their elites to guard their base. Most of the members in the base were their periphery 



members, and faced with the attack of the elites in the Reverse Crusade, they could only steadily retreat 

from the base. 

A flood of unfavorable battle reports was sent back to the main command room of the stronghold, 

causing the leader of the Apocalypse Foundation, Sisyphus, to feel beleaguered. 

 

“No wonder the Hex Armed Forces suddenly provoked us. It was all to lure us into falling into their trap! 

They’re indeed devils!” 

Sisyphus hurriedly contacted his Vice President, who had led the team to attack the Hex Armed Forces, 

through the guild channel. 

“Quickly come back to reinforce us. This old man here can’t hold them back for long!” 

“Boss, we can’t withdraw at all. The Hex Armed Forces are chasing us too closely. Unless we all die, 

there’s no way for us to return. The average number of deaths in our main force has reached 5.14. If we 

go up by one more point, we’ll be even more passive. Right now, even if we manage to go back, our 

ships and weapons will also be captured by the enemy!” 

“We’re already at this stage. If we lose a bit, it can’t be helped. It’s more important to protect our base!” 

“We can’t! The enemy has already made preparations in advance. If we all try to return via dying, then 

they’ll definitely push the momentum to attack our home base, joining hands with the Reverse 

Crusade!” 

Hearing this, Sisyphus frantically scratched his head. 

As they had been caught off guard, the situation now was two against one, and the Apocalypse 

Foundation alone could not handle it. He could only ask for help from the other guild alliances that were 

on the Limitless Financial Group’s front. 

“I hope that our reinforcements can arrive in time. This time, I really suffered a huge loss…” 

 

With a heavy heart, he refocused his eyes back to the real-time battlefield projection, but he froze on 

the spot. 

“W-what is this situation?” 

Turning to look at his members and commanders, he found that everyone had the same expression of 

shock, as though they had come across a ghost. 

In the monitoring screen showing the frontal battlefield outside the Mount Gold stronghold, one of the 

squads of the Reverse Crusade had broken through the defense line and slammed into their troops. 

“Instagib[1] them!” 

The death squad prepared all their abilities, ready to collectively blast the whole lot of them. 



At this moment, all their movement stopped, as the light on their bodies disappeared due to being 

interrupted. 

Not only did it apply to the death squad, but all the Reverse Crusade players had the same reaction, as 

though the freeze button was pressed simultaneously for them. All their actions were halted, causing 

the troops to be instantly disconnected and the lineup torn. 

On the interface of these players, the same notification appeared. 

Sorokin (Manifestation) has used [Mind Shock] on you! 

Judgment is in progress… Judgement successful. You cannot control your body for the time being 

Your skills are forcibly interrupted, and you have been afflicted with the (Stiffness] status. 

In that instant, the situation went through a plot twist. The Reverse Crusade, which was originally 

beginning to see the light of victory, suddenly plummeted into the abyss, their psychological states 

suffering a great shock. 

At this moment, there were only curses echoing in their heads. 

You even called out a Beyond Grade A? 

This is cheating! 

Are the guilds of the Limitless Financial Group such sore losers? 

The short (Stiffness) status condition turned the tides in an instant. The Apocalypse Foundation players 

did not stop, setting off a burst of explosions to take out a large portion of the players from the Reverse 

Crusade, reclaiming their battlefront. 

The Apocalypse Foundation players were also in shock, not because of the sudden stop of the Reverse 

Crusade players, but rather because of a notification that they received on their interfaces. 

Sorokin (Manifestation) has used (Spiritual Inspiration) on you! 

You have entered the [Inspired) state. +10% all Attributes. 

Sorokin (Manifestation) has used (Combat Excitement) on you! +18% to Damage, +12% to Defense 

“What’s happening?” 

“Where did the bonuses come from? Did someone use a Character Summon Card?” “That’s not right. 

Even if the Character Summon Card is used, the name of the user won’t be changed!” 

The troops at the frontline could not understand it, but this was not the time to think. They hurriedly 

struck to kill the enemy instead. 

Before long, most of the troops from Reverse Crusade had died. Everyone thought that this was a 

desperate situation but did not expect to solve the threat in such a manner. 

Sisyphus had yet to recover his wits. At this time, a call came from his Vice President, his tone one of 

surprise. “President! We beat the Hex Armed Forces! I don’t know why, but their movements suddenly 



halted!” “It can’t be, right?” Sisyphus hurriedly asked the various commanders, only then figuring out 

what had happened. He was bewildered. What situation is this? Did Sorokin arrive? But we didn’t call 

him! Why did he come to join in the fun? 

Could it be that he saw us in danger and took the initiative to help? 

Sisyphus’ eyes widened. There was nothing on his face that represented the joy of making a successful 

counterattack. 

In normal times, they might have been touched, but right now… 

What business is it of yours? Your excessive worrying will be the death of us all! 

The next day… 

“Look at the iron hooves, 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

“Trampling across the myriad mountains and rivers, 

“I’m standing on the edge of the wind, 

“Holding tightly the rotation of the sun and moon.” 

Han Xiao hummed[2] while walking out the bathroom. 

With only a towel wrapped around his waist, his toned, sturdy upper body was exposed, with the magic 

circuit on his chest akin to a glowing dark blue tattoo, flickering with each breath. 

A pinnacle Beyond Grade A could basically forego rest, but Han Xiao had always attached importance to 

a combination of work and rest. In the past few days, he had created seven to eight sets of King 

mechanical suits, so he decided that he would not be doing any assembly today. Without adjusting his 

body temperature to evaporate the water, he simply wiped his body dry before kicking back to swipe 

the forums. The moment he entered the forum section, his expression turned weird. “Apocalypse 

Foundation violated the rules, inviting Beyond Grade A helpers? Aren’t they part of the Limitless 

Financial Group’s guild alliances?” 

Han Xiao entered the post and saw that the replies had gone into the tens of millions. 

The content of the post was basically the Hex Armed Forces and the Reverse Crusade condemning the 

Apocalypse Foundation. After a day of fermenting, this incident had resulted in a storm within the player 

community. Countless players were filled with indignation and accused the Apocalypse Foundation of 

violating their rules. 

“It’s too much. We were actually going to win. I didn’t expect that the Apocalypse Foundation would be 

such sore losers, hiring a faction leader and using this method to make a comeback. This is simply 

cheating!” 

“There’s a whole stack of videos and screenshots as evidence. Let’s see how you explain this!” 



“That’s right! Yesterday, someone even tried to clean up the mess, saying that this was the effect of a 

Character Summon Card. My @ss! Since when was the Character Summon Card able to change the 

name of the person utilizing it?” 

“Such acts that undermine fairness must be severely punished. I propose we cancel the qualification of 

the Apocalypse Foundation in participating in the war. Since you can’t afford to lose, don’t play!” 

The forum was basically full of posts of annoyance. Han Xiao swept through it, seeing the announcement 

made by the Apocalypse Foundation as well. 

“I’m the President of the Apocalypse Foundation Guild Alliance. Things are not what they seem. We did 

not ask Sorokin for help; he did it himself. This has nothing to do with us. Think about it, guys. We’re 

clearly aware of the consequences of breaking the rules, so why would we purposely go against them!” 

Sisyphus’ post, in the face of the enraged group of players, was like a drop of water in a bucket. Not only 

was it not convincing, he was even ridiculed in return. 

“Hehe, continue crafting this story.” “So, as it turns out, you can invite the Beyond Grade A to help first, 

then apologize later and absolve yourself of all blame. I’ve learned something today.” 

“What, do you think only your side has a Beyond Grade A? Who are you looking down on!” 

“You wanna play this game? Men, someone go invite Ancestor Black Star over!” 

Many of the players did not accept this statement, but the players on the side of the Limitless Financial 

Group sort of believed this to some extent. Suddenly, there was a mix of responses. 

“It can’t be, right? Sorokin, that old dog, was actually so nosy?” 

“This is akin to a time bomb! When it comes to us, then wouldn’t our qualifications to participate be 

cancelled too?” 

“I’ll meekly ask now. Is it still possible to change factions…” 

“Level 180 Psychic, my core class skills are all lv.7 and above. Begging for a guild to accept me!” 

Sorokin’s actions completely scared off all the players from the Limitless Financial Group. In order to 

continue participating in the war, the players even wished to switch camps. They did not dare stay any 

longer in this organization that could backfire on them at any time. 

After reading the post, Han Xiao finally figured out what was going on. 

“The guilds shouldn’t be lying, so this was likely done of Sorokin’s own initiative. As for his goal… well, he 

has always been keen on recruiting players, so he probably summarized some rules from watching me 

and thought of how to increase the attractiveness of his faction.” 

After realizing the whole picture, Han Xiao guessed Sorokin’s logic before bursting into laughter. “So, it’s 

like this… The idiot actually thought that his actions were completely concealed, just using some 

auxiliary mental abilities to make others think that this was an explosive ability of the Limitless Financial 

Group players or that they utilized some special spiritual weapon. Normally, they would not be able to 

link it to him… but the combat information has already betrayed you, you little cheater.” 



Han Xiao laughed. Little Soro, ah, Little Soro, you shot yourself in the foot. When you use the wrong 

method, instead of lifting the prestige of your faction, you will cause a countereffect, giving you a bad 

reputation among the players. 

The worst part about this was, the poor bloke could not even access the forums, so he was still in the 

dark, unaware that he had been scolded thoroughly by the players. 

This is the advantage of information… 

Sorokin’s manipulation would no doubt result in some of the players of the Limitless Financial Group 

leaving. At that time, when the players were cold and lonely, he would use his warm chest to hug them, 

welcoming them into his faction. 

Little So, it’s not me who’s snatching your leeks this time. You handed them to me yourself… 

Han Xiao chuckled. 

This feeling of earning something while sitting at home was pretty comfortable. 

Since his intervention yesterday, Sorokin had been paying attention to the subsequent development, 

but he could not help but feel puzzled when he did not see the situation he expected. 

Based on his reasoning, the Apocalypse Foundation had launched a successful counterattack with his 

help. The other Immortals would now be amazed by the strength of the Limitless Financial Group, so 

why did they not show any response? 

It was not until the next day that he saw the Apocalypse Foundation reacting. It was not the pursuit of 

their victory as he expected but them abandoning their base and leaving the planet on a battleship. 

“Strange, what’s this reaction?” 

In his office, Sorokin gazed at the live broadcast of the news media covering the front lines, and he 

frowned. 

Just as he was feeling puzzled, Sorokin received a pop-up from his own artificial intelligence. One glance 

caused his heart to skip a beat. 

He saw that the pop-up report was full of resignation notices from the Immortals, and this number was 

rapidly increasing. 

“What’s happening? Why are they resigning from the Limitless Financial group?”. 

Sorokin had a stunned expression, and as if he had thought of something, he quickly turned back to the 

live broadcast. 

He saw batches of Immortals belonging to the Limitless Financial Group flying out of the stronghold, 

scattering. Some went to the neutral factions, while others ran to the three mainstream factions, 

including the Black Star Army. There was no restriction on the operation of players to switch factions on 

the spot, so one could be beating someone up one day and turn into teammates the next day. This was 

all allowed in the rules. The Limitless Financial Group, being a galactic consortium, did not pursue faction 

cohesion in the first place. Those who joined did so because of the high welfare provided, so there was 



no reluctance for them to switch factions. Now that the first World Server War was destined to be 

recorded in the Galaxy Chronicles, if they missed this opportunity, there would not be any reward left 

for them. In order to not be disqualified, the Limitless Financial Group did not hesitate to betray their 

faction. 

“This…” 

Seeing this, Sorokin was a little dizzy. 

My methods were obviously the same as those of Black Star, so why did I get the opposite effect? 

 

as 

That’s not right. That’s not how the script was written! 

[1] This is a gaming term referring to one-hit kills. 

[2] These are lyrics from “Borrowing 500 Years from Heaven”. 
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The change in the Limitless Financial Group was just a small episode in the entire national war. After 

some players changed factions, the heat of this episode quickly subsided, and the various guild alliances 

redirected their attention to competing against each other. 

The battlefield developed day by day, with a large number of players being eliminated. Because the 

number of resurrections decreased, the surviving guild alliances had become more cautious, not daring 

to be so aggressive. In addition, because many of the guilds had been eliminated, the battle was not as 

intense. 

Because the Golden Alliance was constantly ranked first on the list, their lead kept on snowballing, and 

their current advantage was too huge. They were ambushed by the anti-Black Star troops, those from 

the three Universal Civilizations, and a bunch of loose guild alliances. This was one of their most tragic 

battles since the beginning of the war. 

While the Golden Alliance had an advantage in terms of strength and number of resurrections, they also 

suffered from a loss in numbers and could not continue to maintain an excellent battle loss ratio. Their 

average number of deaths jumped from 5.89 to 7.38. 

However, the advantages accumulated by the Golden Alliance were too solid, allowing them to maintain 

their position at the top despite the losses they sustained in this battle. The Golden Alliance’s average 

deaths did not exceed 6 before this battle, while the averages for the other guild alliances were too 

high. For example, in second place, the September Council belonging to the three Universal Civilizations 



saw their average deaths rising from 6.71 to 7.68 after the battle, which was a net win for them, but 

overall did not allow them to beat the Golden Alliance. 

 

According to the forums, the analysis of average death ratio was at 9 points. Any value higher than that 

meant that the troops had lost their combat capabilities, and right now, many of the major guild 

alliances were approaching this number. 

Thus, on the sixth day, those who had yet to be eliminated did not wish to rashly start a war. They 

seemed to tacitly agree to refresh their number of resurrections on the day. Thus, Planet Milton 

suddenly became quite deserted, with only sporadic battles taking place. 

However, when it came to nighttime, the scene suddenly got lively. The various guild alliances began to 

fight wildly, exploiting the loophole in time. 

Because a player that ran out of resurrections within the six days would count as being permanently 

eliminated, even after the refresh time of six days, they would still be ineligible to continue the battle. 

Thus, the guilds planned to use troops that still had enough resurrection times to eliminate the 

‘seriously wounded’ guilds with an average rate of 9.0 on the sixth night, weakening their opponents’ 

troops. In this manner, after the resurrection count refreshed in the morning, it would be basically 

equivalent to having no battle losses. 

 

Thus, the night of the sixth day gave rise to a huge battle royale, where those who wished to live past 

the night fled in all directions, whereas the ‘healthier’ ones turned into hunters, chasing after the 

‘wounded’ with a smile. 

Of course, the hunted and the hunter roles were easily swapped, and from time to time, there were 

hunters who turned into prey and joined the fleeing team. Compared with the tragic and bloody battles 

the previous few days, the sixth night seemed to be reminiscent of a horror comedy. 

But this very night displayed the largest wave of elimination since the start of the war. A full seventy 

percent of players were sent off that night. On the morning of the seventh day, when the number of 

resurrections was refreshed, the guild alliances of the three mainstream factions had less than half of 

their troops left. The other scattered organizations were worse off, leaving only a quarter or even a fifth 

of their total population. 

The plan to solve all battles within six days went through, but the scale of the troops for every guild 

were also reduced, so the resources that needed to be invested were also reduced. The major guild 

alliances could only fight with their remaining troops for another six days before they ran out of 

ammunition and food. 

And when it came to the third cycle, that was, the morning of the thirteenth day, there were only six 

guild alliances left on Planet Milton. The Golden Alliance was one of them, and it was, relatively 

speaking, the best-preserved power. None of the eliminated players left, instead remaining to watch the 

battle from above Milton in their spaceships, betting on who would be the final winner. 



Because the margin of error had become even lower, everyone started to behave more cautiously. In 

this situation, it would be difficult to clear out every single one of their opponents, so the six guild 

alliances unanimously decided to attack each other’s strongholds and remove them to win. 

After the first two weeks of war, the number of troops had decreased, resulting in a far less intense 

battle compared to at the beginning. At this time, another advantage of the Golden Alliance was greatly 

magnified—the Evolution Badge! 

The Aberrations had strength far beyond a player’s current level, but the flaws were also obvious; they 

were restricted to melee battles, and most of their skills would be frozen. This had led to the inability to 

fully utilize the superiority of the biological Aberrations in ultra large scale group operations due to the 

high concentration of firearms. 

However, this was a different case in the small and medium scale battles where the enemy would have 

less firepower. 

 

At the current stage of the war, the Golden Alliance no longer deliberately pursued the advantage of 

having lower damage, and using the powerful attack capabilities of the aberrations, they traded their 

resurrection times to invade the strongholds. By the fifteenth day, two other guild alliances had already 

been eliminated by them. 

By the seventeenth day, only two alliances were left—the Golden Alliance and the Galactic Business 

Alliance. Both sides reached an agreement to not attack strongholds but rather settle the war in a 

decisive battle without regrets. 

Having decided to end with a bang, both sides chose the battlefield to be Dragon Hill, which had already 

been renamed to Dragon Grand Canyon. They fought from morning till night, and in the end, the Golden 

Alliance won with a weak advantage, having less than two thousand players on the battlefield when the 

last member of the Galactic Business Alliance was killed. 

The national war thus came to an end with such a result. Once it was over, the forums became the 

carnival grounds for the Chinese players. Even those who were eliminated politely sent congratulatory 

messages, acknowledging the win of the Golden Alliance for the first national war. The Galaxy Times as 

well as various reporter groups also released reports and articles, especially the group led by Bun-Hit-

Dog. They were full of flowery praises, so cringy to the point that even the Chinese players that saw it 

felt their scalps tingle in discomfort. 

The ‘Galaxy Chronicles’ was also updated, classifying the first national war as the ‘Milton Battle’, 

recording all the wars that took place, large or small. Because the Chronicle was one where players 

could add in their own input, everyone just had to upload the battles they had experienced to 

completely restore the entire process of the national war. 

Even after the national war ended, the players did not leave but rather reluctantly returned to Planet 

Milton, treating the environment and using their engineering machines to transform their strongholds 

into cities. 



Because it was a rare occurrence for people of all factions to gather, some players set up stalls, and 

soon, many more joined in, turning the place into a trading area. PVP players also felt an itch to look for 

people to spar, and thus, Planet Milton became lively again, as though it had turned into a new Main 

City for the players. 

In the office of Black Star Palace, Han Xiao closed the forums with a smile on his face. 

“It’s finally over, after more than half a month. The time taken was much longer than in my past life.” 

He did not provide any help throughout the whole process and thus was very happy to see that the 

Golden Alliance had won. The Chinese players had achieved good results, showcasing his fruitful efforts 

in the past four versions toward them. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

The first national war in his previous life had a far-reaching impact, being marked as one of the major 

landmark events in the ‘Galaxy Chronicles’. The rules of the battlefield were passed down from then and 

eventually became a tradition recognized by the players. If they chose to fight again in the future, the 

same set of rules would have to be observed. The victory of the Golden Alliance would inevitably 

increase the attractiveness of their faction. As new players in the future considered which factions to 

join, with the older players blowing their own trumpets, the former would definitely choose the Black 

Star Army over the rest, due to its potential benefits. 

The most important thing was that with the length taken to fight the national war, it had brought him 

far more benefits than expected! 

Han Xiao opened the interface, glancing at the value of his EXP gauge as he smiled. 

“It’s about two months before the Pro League. I didn’t expect this wave of experience to give me what I 

needed…” Based on his calculations, he had enough to upgrade from level 331 to 340. This was much 

earlier compared to his initial estimations! 

Within this wave of experience, there was a huge portion that was contributed by the former Limitless 

Financial Group players who switched factions midway. 

“Little Soro, Little Soro. I must sincerely thank you for your help. Half of the labor belongs to 

you.” 

Han Xiao was extremely satisfied. 

With enough wealth and foundation on his hands, there was no need to hesitate. He directly invested all 

his experience into his levels. 

Divine Throne Mechanic leveled up to Lv.32. +500 Energy, +5 STR, +5 DEX, +18 END, +25 INT. You have 

received 20 Free Attribute Points and 1 Potential Point. 

Divine Throne Mechanic leveled up to Lv.40. +500 Energy, +5 STR, +5 DEX, +18 END, +25 INT. You have 

received 20 Free Attribute Points and 1 Potential Point. 

You have received the Promotion Mission for Lv.340! 



Lv.340 Promotion Mission: Raise one of your (God’s Trait Transformation) skills to at least the 10th level. 

“Hmm?” Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. 

His (God’s Trait Transformation Machinery] had already reached the ninth level. Constructing another 

Universal Treasure would allow him to reach the tenth level. 

The upper limit of his Divine Throne Mechanic Class was capped at sixty. Thus, there was no mission for 

a change in class at 340, only the Promotion mission. 

“This seems quite easy this time round…” Han Xiao mumbled, but then he laughed to himself. 

It’s not that the mission is easy, but rather, I’m too good. 

He was originally intending to use a Mission Completion Card for his Promotion, but he now dispelled 

the thought. Regardless, he had to increase his God’s Trait Transformation skill, so there was no need to 

waste a Mission Completion Card on it. After the Intelligent Plague disaster, the dynasty had opened up 

a Gold Grade blueprint exchange channel for him. As long as he had enough faction Contribution Points, 

he could redeem a blueprint and craft it. He had the patience to wait for a while. Furthermore, the 

effect of his Evolution Cube depended on his Energy Level. Now that he had the Dragon Emperor Star 

Energy Extraction Technique on hand, Han Xiao intended to raise his Energy Level to the next tier, 

obtaining an extra stack of bonuses from the Evolution Cube. This would also require some time before 

he reached his target. 

Han Xiao directly took out his communicator to contact the Crimson Dynasty. After expressing his needs, 

he soon received a list of blueprints to choose from. 

After scanning it carefully, he selected one of them, sending out a redemption application. 

The next step would be to await the approval of the dynasty’s senior officials to obtain his blueprint. 

While the Gold Grade blueprints were precious to mechanics, to the point that having money alone 

could not buy it, with the fame and influence of the Great Mechanic Han, this was not an issue. Having 

authority in one’s hands really made things a lot better. 

Han Xiao was in a joyous mood, playing with his communicator whilst waiting for the dynasty to reply. 

Casually looking at the lively scene that was taking place in Planet Milton, he suddenly had an idea. 

 

In his past life, the location of the first national war was also on Planet Milton, so it was regarded by the 

players as a commemorative Main City. However, after the version update, the planet was requisitioned 

and no longer opened to the public, thus becoming a regret for many of the players. 

“When the fight between the three Universal Civilizations and the Super Star Cluster Alliance is over, 

officially concluding the fourth exploration phase, I’ll buy Planet Milton and the several surrounding 

planets to give them to the Golden Alliance…” 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. 



This move would not only deepen the army’s presence among players but also reward the Golden 

Alliance. The excellent results of the Golden Alliance have brought us huge benefits. Though it’s an 

internal matter of the players, I should not be too stingy and make a statement to deepen the sense of 

belonging for the army players. 

Isn’t it just a few planets? Just this paltry sum, I can buy it directly! 
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Half a month passed by in a flash. Because the battle of Planet Milton had been settled, the preparations 

for the Pro League began to rapidly heat up. Players liked the new and fresh concepts, so analytical 

posts about the strength of professional players began to be posted on the forums, and various teams 

had also begun to promote and mobilize themselves. But Han Xiao did not pay attention to all of this. As 

soon as he obtained the Gold Grade blueprint, he threw all his affairs to Sylvia, concentrating on 

production. 

Because it was his first time creating this blueprint, Han Xiao worked for half a month, experiencing 

many failures and accumulating a lot of proficiency before he obtained a Gold Grade end product, 

obtaining his God’s Trait Transformation point. “It’s done!” 

In the machinery modification room, Han Xiao could not hide the joy on his face, casually throwing aside 

the Gold Grade equipment he had just created to open his interface and use up the point. 

God’s Trait Transformation Machinery) has reached the 10th Stage. 

There are now unknown changes in your Life Hierarchy. 

 

You have obtained a new understanding of Machinery. +15% chance of forming a new exclusive 

expertise. The skill (Universal Simulation] has obtained a sublimation. 

You have begun to perceive part of the power of the transformation route – (Talent Unknown). 

You have received (The First Sanctum) Ability Fragment x 1. 

“Oh, that’s right. Every fifth increment indicates a new realm.” Han Xiao nodded to himself. 

 

When he reached the fifth stage for his God’s Trait Transformation, the same notification had appeared. 

This time, he had obtained a fragment of the First Sanctum. 

He glanced at the effect of the tenth stage. It increased the level of all Mechanic skills from the (Apostle 

Mechanic) to the [Divine Throne Mechanic) Classes by three, along with a 1.2 times bonus to Machinery 

Affinity, a forty percent bonus to skill effect, and a 1.3 times bonus to damage and shield durability… It 

was basically a replica of the fifth stage’s effect, with an increase in the bonus range provided. 



“This is similar to the fifth stage in that it provides an increase in combat abilities, not bad… eh? What’s 

this?” 

Han Xiao suddenly realized that the progress bar behind the ability name had changed. The expected 

(10/?) had become (10/15). 

“The unknown question marks are now revealed… Is the highest level of God’s Trait Transformation 

capped at fifteen? And it seems like you can only see this limit when you reach a certain level…” 

Scanning it carefully, he found that the change was more than just these factors. From the 10th to the 

11th stage, the number of points required to level up the skill had inflated to 6 points. At the same time, 

there was also a surprising notification. 

Your (God’s Trait TransformationMachinery] has reached the 10th Stage. 

You have triggered the transformation requirement. For each requirement completed, you can reduce 

the cost of upgrading by one God’s Trait Transformation point. 

1. Reach level 345 

2. Comprehend a Unique Talent 

3. Create a Gold Grade blueprint 

“Going above the tenth stage not only requires points but also missions to be completed. This is a little 

like the advancement missions… Will the Mission Completion Card be effective here?” 

 

While he was surprised by the changes in the God’s Trait Transformation skill, he had no intention to 

experiment with it now. He turned his head, letting his mechanical assistant clean up the workshop 

while he directly teleported to a barren planet where he had previously placed a Throne beforehand. 

Whoosh! 

His vision spun, and he found himself now in the middle of a desolate gorge. Looking up, the walls on 

both sides stretched up all the way, forming a straight vision toward the sky. 

This was a planet located in the hinterlands of the Black Star Army. He had chosen to advance here 

because he did not wish to make such a big commotion. 

Han Xiao stowed the Throne away that he had his machinery place there beforehand before taking out 

the Evolution Cube and activating it. 

Buzz! 

The dark strands of Evolutionary Energy seeped out, and Han Xiao guided it into his body. A wave of pain 

burst out, as a black cocoon was formed outside his body. On his interface, the notification of the effect 

of the Evolution Cube used swept through his screen like a waterfall. 

You have utilized the Evolution Cube (Gold Grade)! 

You have received a permanent special benefit — [Gene Optimization: Evolution Cube)! 



Identifying species… Identification complete. 

Your current species is: Void Star Pursuer 

Your genetic structure is being optimized… 

The first optimization has succeeded. Your potential qualities have increased. It is detected that you 

have received this level of optimization before. You have received +O STR, +O DEX, +1 END, +2 INT, +O 

MYS, +O CHA, and +3 Energy. 

Your Energy Level is above Level o. The second optimization has automatically succeeded. It is detected 

that you have received this level of optimization before. Your potential qualities have increased, and you 

have received +1 STR, +1 DEX, +2 END, +3 INT, +0 MYS, +0 CHA, and +4 Energy 

… 

Because your Energy Level is above Level 24, the 26th optimization has succeeded. Your potential 

qualities have increased, and you have received +85 STR, +90 DEX, +113 END, +148 INT, +76 MYS, +60 

CHA, and +560 Energy 

During this period, he had taken the time to learn the Dragon Emperor Star Energy Extraction 

Technique, and just yesterday, he had broken into the twenty-fourth level for his Energy Realm. The first 

time he used the Evolution Cube, his Energy Level was only at fourteen. Thus, the first sixteen levels of 

the gene optimization had been triggered previously, and the effect of repeated use was far worse than 

before. But the effects from the seventeenth to twenty-sixth optimizations were normal because it was 

being triggered for the first time. 

In total, his Strength and Dexterity had increased about 700 points, Endurance by almost 900, and 

Intellect over 1,100. Mystery and Charm had also increased by around 500, giving him a total of almost 

4,500 Attribute Points. His energy had also gone up by around 4,000 points. 

“The effect is pretty good, with a greater increase than when was used for the first time. This is probably 

because of the higher-level bonuses.” 

Han Xiao scrolled to the back of the notifications and was startled. 

You have obtained 26 rounds of gene optimization. +40% Experience needed to level up. Lasts for 26 

months. You have fulfilled a special condition: Possess a Racial Talent and obtain more than 20 levels in 

gene optimization. 

You have triggered a Special effect. 

The next time you undergo a Race Evolution, you will receive +30% to your attribute balancing, and your 

Racial Talent will also be additionally strengthened, 

Gene Optimization has ended. 

With a cracking sound, the black cocoon shattered, and the evolutionary energy returned to the 

Evolution Cube. 



The pain caused by genetic optimization slowly faded. Han Xiao’s nerves were now extremely tough, and 

this sort of pain could not even distract him. He only stared at the notification on the interface with joy. 

He only thought that the Evolution Cube would give a bonus for the first ten energy levels. The 

additional effect for the twentieth was something he did not expect. No player had ever reached this 

level back in his previous life. 

“The last time provided me an additional opportunity for Race Evolution, and this time, it will increase 

my attributes in Race Evolution. Wonderful.” 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. 

At his level 300 Race Evolution, there had already appeared the option of (Void Archangel]. This meant 

that during his level 340 Evolution, he could reach the pinnacle of his Void Genes, which would likely 

give him a path that would lift his gene limiter! 

Because the Race Evolution for one that lifted the gene limiter would give a lot more attributes 

compared to a general evolution, he was even more overjoyed. 

“Good things come in pairs! It was worthwhile spending all my free time with Feidin!” 

Han Xiao was ecstatic. Taking a deep breath, he calmed down his emotions, keeping the Evolution Cube. 

Looking at the indication of ‘Completed’ on his level 340 Promotion Mission, he solemnly chose to 

complete the mission. 

Boom! 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

The ground quaked! 

Surging Mechanical Force exploded out from him, rising to the sky! 

Lv.340 Promotion Mission completed! 

Promotion succeeded! 

+120 END Bonus! 1 END = 690 Health = 700 Stamina 

On the road of Evolution, you have taken yet another step forward. 

Race Detected: Black Star Race (Specialty race, unchangeable) 

Randomly selecting five suitable evolutionary directions… Extraction complete! 

Please select two from the five Race Evolution choices below and receive one talent from each: 

[1] 

[2] 

[3] 

[4] 



[5] 

“What the hell are those two options?” 

Enduring the drastic changes in his body, Han Xiao looked on with doubt. 

Of the five options, he had never heard of the names of the (Saint-Carmel Race) or (Innate Star Body). 

Even after checking his database, there was still no record. 

“At this current level of evolution, things that I’ve never seen before have finally appeared.” 

While Han Xiao was curious, since he had already walked on his void evolutionary pathway to this point, 

there would naturally be no meaning in changing it. The two options provided unknown abilities, so he 

did not wish to take the risk. 

As for the Void World Worm, he was aware that it was a symbiotic life born within the Void Dimension, 

forming an important part of the natural cycle in the Void Dimension. It fed on void energy and the 

chaotic space stream to form materialized excrement, which was one of the sources that made up the 

Void Dimension. 

Both the Void Deity and Ancestor of the Void were the pinnacle form of the Void Evolutionary route, and 

both had the effect of lifting the gene limiter. Han Xiao did not hesitate, choosing these two races 

directly. 

You have received the talent (Gene Limiter Removal]! 

You have received the talent (Void Control)! 

Gene Limiter Removal: Your physical strength breaks through the limit of your species, greatly liberating 

your potential. You will obtain a huge number of attribute points and have a chance to raise related 

attributes when you perform your daily activities. 

Void Control: You can control the Void Dimension to a certain extent (including but not limited to 

borrowing void energy to strengthen yourself, high-speed absorption within the void dimension, 

transform void energy into energy, summoning the void dimension to descend at your location…) 

“Void Control… Kasuyi definitely has a similar ability, or else his recovery speed would not be so 

terrifying…” 

Han Xiao nodded secretly to himself. This ability was the most valuable talent, equivalent to obtaining 

permissions to operate a part of the Void Dimension. 

Scrolling down, he noticed that the talent of the Black Star Race had also been strengthened. 

Your Black Star Race talent (Mechanical Genius) has been upgraded. 

Mechanical Genius: Your Machinery Affinity bonus has increased from x1.28 to x1.38, Machinery 

Creation Performance increased from 44% to 54%, and +1 to all Mechanic Class skills’ levels. 

(Gene Optimization-Evolution Cube]’s effect has been triggered! 

Your Black Star Race talent (Mechanical Genius] has been upgraded. 



[Mechanical Genius: Your Machinery Affinity bonus has increased from x1.38 to x1.48, Machinery 

Creation Performance increased from 54% to 64%, and +2 to all Mechanic Class skills’ levels. 

Molecular structure is improved, organ structure strengthened, metabolism changed… 

Black Star Race potential upgraded. You have received bonus attributes: +410 STR, +384 DEX, +561 END, 

+901 INT, +659 MYS, +347 CHA, and +10,000 Energy. Energy Level bonus attributes have been changed! 

Gene Limiter Removal has taken effect. According to your current life level, race potential, and current 

attributes, you will obtain additional attributes. You have received +1,876 STR, +1,670 DEX, +2,348 END, 

+3,971 INT, +1,350 MYS, +966 CHA, and +23,400 Energy. 

(Gene Optimization-Evolution Cube]’s effect has been triggered! 

Your attribute replenishment effect is increased by 30%. +685 STR, +616 DEX, +872 END, +1,491 INT, 

+602 MYS, +393 CHA, +10,020 Energy. 

“What the?” 

Han Xiao’s eyes grew wide. 

This attribute point replenishment was by far the greatest he had seen. Including the bonus of Evolution 

Cube, the attribute points awarded totaled more than 20,000! 

At this moment, the continuous surging energy within his body became more and more unstable, Han 

Xiao’s body exuded a dazzling light as though it had become a planet core. 

The energy rushed around his body, as though looking for an exit. 

The next moment, his entire body shook as the energy was released to his surroundings. 

Boom! 

With Han Xiao’s energy as the epicenter, oppressive energy burst out. 

The earth shattered and melted instantly, turning into an ocean of magma. 

This barren planet was akin to an egg, exploding into pieces as though it had been smashed on the floor! 

Han Xiao only had a single thought in his mind at this moment. 

 

“Thank goodness I didn’t advance in the base, or else this daddy would have lost his home…” 

[1] Saint-Carmel Race 

[2] Void Deity (Human Form) 

[3] Innate Star Body 

[4] Ancestor of the Void-New (Human Form) [5] Void World Worm 


